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Within the map area, Paleozoic dolomites, limestones, and clastic

rocks represent deposition from Early Devonian to Middle Mississippian

time. Devonian carbonates of the eastern assemblage were deposited on

a stable continental shelf. Mississippian clastic debris shed from

the Antler orogenic belt represents an overlap assemblage that marks

the termination of stable shelf deposition.

The oldest strata in the area are those of the Bartine and Coils

Creek Members of the McColley Canyon Formation. At Modoc Peak, the

McColley Canyon Formation is approximately 225 feet thick. Bioclastic

wackestones and packstones dominate these strata, which were deposited

in subtidal, normal marine lithotopes. Conformably overlying the

McColley Canyon is the Sadler Ranch Formation of Kendall (1975). This

series of dolomite crinoidal packstones and wackestones, approximately

270 feet thick, represents a shoaling-upward sequence deposited on the

outer shelf under moderate to high energy conditions. The upper Oxyoke

Canyon Formation conformably overlies the Sadler Ranch, is composed of

dolomitic quartz arenite and laminated sandy dolomite, and is approxi-

mately 140 feet thick. These strata were deposited in a beach, bar,
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and eolian environment. Transgression during the Elf elian caused

eas.tward migration of the Oxyoke Canyon-Simonson Dolomite facies

boundary. The Simonson Dolomite, approximately 1,840 feet thick, is

composed of alternating light and dark gray laminated doiomite. The

Simonson represents deposition in a subtidal to intertidal biohermal

environment. Much of the original biotic constituents have, however,

been intensely dolomitized.

The Taghanic Onlap (Johnson, 1970) resulted in increased water

depth and circulation Over much of the continental shelf in late Middle

Devonian time. In response, the Devils Gate-Guilmette lithotope drowned

the previously existing Simonson environments and caused the facies

boundary to migrate eastward. The Devils Gate Limestone was deposited

in subtidal to intertidal conditions in the lower part. Stromatoporoid

buildups of low relief, shelf lagoonal deposits, and oolite shoals of

local extent blanketed the shelf. The mudstones and bioclastic

wackestones of the middle Devils Gate represent deposition in slightly

deeper water. During this interval, the slope of the continental shelf

reversed from westward to eastward as subsidence continued in response

to the indipient Antler orogeny. The Upper Devils Gate is composed

mainly of graded limestone breccias and platy and shaly weathering lime

mudstones and wackestones that were deposited on the western edge of the

Pilot Basin. By this time (late Frasnian-early Famennian) the Antler

orogenic belt to the west had been exposed to subaerial erosion, and

was supplying fine-grained detritus to the Pilot Basin. Carbonate

sediments forming on the eastern edge of the Antler orogenic belt were

periodically transported downslope to the east by density flows.



Western assemblage rocks were underthrust by eastern assemblage

rocks along the Roberts Mountains thrust. Emplacement of the allochthon

was essentially complete by late Famennian time. Post-thrust uplift

of the Antler highland caused the eastward shedding of a clastic wedge

into a rapidly subsiding trough. In the map area, these deposits are

represented by the Chainman Shale and the Diamond Peak Formation, which

compose a flysch-molasse complex. The Chainman Shale is mainly black

shale and subordinate fine-grained sandstone. Laminated sandstones and

pebble conglomerates overlying the Chainman are assigned to the Diamond

Peak Formation.

The stratigraphic section in the map area represents a relatively

unbroken record of sedimentation from late Early Devonian to late Late

Devonian time. A regional hiatus separates the Lower Pilot Shale from

the overlying clastic deposits of the Antler orogenic belt.
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PALEOZOIC STRAT IGRAPITY OF THE
DEViLS GATE-NORThERN MAHOGANY hILLS AREA,

EUREKA COUNTY, NEVADA

TNT RODUCT ION

Location

The project area is located in the northern Mahogany Hills and

northern Mountain Boy Range of Eureka County, Nevada. Centered seven

miles west of the town of Eureka, the entire area is represented on the

southern part of the Whistler Mountain Quadrangle 1:62,500 topographic

map published by the U. S. Geological Survey.

Access to the area is not difficult. U. S. Hwy. 50 runs east-

west through Devils Gate Pass in the northern part of the area. Un-

improved roads on the east and west flanks of the mountains arid through

Yahoo Canyon make all parts of the area accessible by a hike of no more

than three miles.

Purpose

The purposes of this thesis project are to report on the Devonian

lithofacies exposed in the area and to relate them stratigraphically

and paleogeographically with equivalents perpendicular to the depo-

sitional strike to the east and west. The western Mahogany Hills,

previously mapped as "Undifferentiated Devonian" by C. W. Merriam

(1963) was found to be almost entirely Devils Gate Limestone, elimin-

ating the opportunity for study of Lower Devonian rocks in this area.

The lithology of the Devils Gate Limestone was known in a general
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sense, but detailed stratigraphic relations had not yet been worked

out. The lower contact has not been defined for mappingpurposes,

and the upper contact had also been re-defined since Merriam (1940)

defined it on the basis of paleontologic criteria. Distinct litho-

logies within the Devils Gate Limestone are present, but have been

essentially undescribed until recently. Therefore, one of the major

goals of this project is to seek a better understanding of the Devils

Gate depositional environments and the relationship to large scale

tectonic events of the Paleozoic.

Methods

Field work was accomplished in the summer of 1976 and part of the

summer of 1977. The town of Eureka, located only a few miles to the

east, served as logistic base for supplies and correspondence. Section

measuring was accomplished with a Brunton compass and Jacob's staff.

Mapping was accomplished on the U. S. Geological Survey Whistler Noun-

tam quadrangle map enlarged from a scale of 1:62,500 to 1:24,000.

Most rock samples were collected in conjunction with the measured

sections and used for petrologic and paleontologic purposes.

Petrologic work included preparation and analysis of acetate

peels, etched slabs, insoluble residues, and thin sections. Samples

obtained for paleontologic study were large (20-70 ibs.) and abundant.

Silicified fossils, mainly brachiopods, were extracted from carbonate

rocks by dissolution of the carbonate matrix in concentrated hydro-

chloric acid. These samples were dipped in plastic for greater dura-

bility in handling. Non-silicified brachiopods were freed by splitting
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with a hydraulic rock split Ler and piCk Lug clean wi LII siui1l. i IIstr(InIcn is.

Brachiopods were identified by J. G. Johnson. Conodont samples were

prepared by dissolving carbonate rock samples in dilute formic acid.

Claudia Regier then separated the insoluble residue in heavy liquids

and hand picked the conodonts. Gilbert Kiapper of the University of

Iowa identified the conodonts. These fossil samples were used mostly

for dating specific events, or where brachiopods were absent or un-

usable.

Previous Work

Earliest geologic work in the area was carried out by Henry

Englenian with the Simpson Exploration in 1859. Meek and Engleman (1860)

identified fossils collected at Devils Gate Pass (then called Swallow

Pass) as Devonian in age. Reconnaisance work was continued by Arnold

Hague (1883, 1892) and C. D. Walcott (1884), both with the U. S.

Geological Survey. These early surveys established broad stratigraphic

groupings, such as the Lone Mountain Limestone and the Nevada Limestone.

Until 1928, these had been the most detailed stratigraphic studies made

in the area. At that time Edwin Kirk of the U. S. Geologic Survey

become involved in the study of early and middle Paleozoic history of

the Great Basin. During most of the 1930's through the 1950's, C. W.

Merriam and T. B. Nolan described in more detail the stratigraphy and

paleontology of the Eureka, Nevada area, including the breakdown of the

NevadaLjinestone into the Nevada Formation and the Devils Gate Limestone,

the two major Devonian units exposed in the map area. Merriam and Nolan

had reconnaisance mapped the major part of the western Mahogany Hills
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as "Undifferentiated Devonian," which has been the status of mapping in

this area until the present.

The Nevada Group was later raised to group status by J. G.

Johnson in 1962 with the recognition, of the lower Nevada McColley

Canyon Formation, which is very poorly exposed at Modoc Peak. Murphy

and Gronberg (19.70) recognized three members of the McColley Canyon

Formation: the Kobeh, Bartine, and Coils Creek Members, of which the

Kobeh is absent at Modoc Peak. Kendall (1975) defined the Sadler

Ranch. Formation and the coarse crystalline member of the Oxyoke Canyon

Formation, and recognized these units at Modoc Peak.

Most other previous work in the area has centered on Devils Gate

Pass because of the excellent accessibility, exposure, and fossil pre-

servation. Included in these works is that of C.. A. Sandberg (in

Sandberg and Poole, 1977), who recognized two separate lithologies in

the Devils Gat Limestone while working on Upper Devonian conodont bio-

stratigraphy at Devils Gate Pass.

Terminology

.For.purposes of classification in the field, carbonate rocks and

clastic rocks were classified by Dunham (1962) and Gilbert (1955),

respectively. The carbonate classifications of Folk (1962, 1965) are

used in petrographic analyses.

Bedding descriptions are as follows: 0 to one-half inch is

laminated, one-half to four inches is thinly bedded, four to 18 inches

is medium bedded, 18 inches and thicker is thickly bedded.

Rock colors are in reference to the Geological Society of America



Rock-Color Chart (1963).

All measurements of distances, thicknesses, and sizes made in

the field are in inches and feet.

ir opo graphy

Elevations above sea level in the area range from 5,961 feetin

Diamond Valley east of Devils Gate Pass to 8,503 feet on Devon Peak in

the south-central part of the area. Most of the exposed outcrops lies

above the 6,000 foot level.

The gently dippingflanks of the Mahogany Hills reflect the anti-

clinal structure of the Dry Lake Arch. Topography of the western

Mahogany Hills is characterized by a deeply dissected high platform

curving down to Antelope Valley on the west, and Kobh Valley to the

north. Deep valleys cut into the Mahogany Hills drain westward, dis-

playing steep, in places vertical, walls with relief of 400 to 600 feet.

The southeast face of Devon Peak appears to be a fault scarp overlook-

ing Dry Lake Valley. Yahoo Canyon is mostly controlled by faulting

and at one time acted as a northward drainage of Dry Lake, possibly

during a period of glaciation. The east wall of Yahoo Canyon is a

fault scarp, with approximately 800 feet of relief above the valley

floor. The dipslope of this ridge, a hogback, slopes down to Big

Reilley Canyon on the east, and on the south merges with the structur-

ally complex Mountain Boy Range. Rising above Diamond Valley are Modoc

Ridge and Signal Peak, Hill 6887, and Anchor Peak. Devils Gate Pass

accommodates seasonal drainage from Kobeh Valley to Diamond Valley.

Most of the rock units found in the area have distinct topographic
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expression. The Bartine and Coils Creek Members of the McColley Canyon

Formation weather recessively and are commonly found in saddles and

strike valleys. The Sadler Ranch and Oxyoke Canyon Formations are

slightly more resistant to weathering, with the sandstones of the

Oxyoke Canyon forming the crest of Modoc Peak.

The upper Nevada Group dolomites form a blocky, step-like topo-

graphy underlying the resistant cliff-forming Devils Gate Limestone.

The Devils Gate is associated with most of the rugged topography of the

area, forming high cliffs, usually with hundreds of feet of relief.

Smooth, low lying hills and strike valleys are the usual expression

of the Mississippian strata in the area. These units are not well ex-

posed on the whole, with most of their expression being as float or

scattered outcrops.

Sills and pyroclastic flows weather recessively in relation to

surrounding carbonate rocks. Where sills have intruded Mississippian

strata, they weather resistantly, forming ridge crests and dipslopes,

as in the Devils Gate-Anchor Peak area. Volcanic rocks probably

blanketed the area at one time, but are now restricted to a few small

erosional remnants.

Older Quaternary alluvium is dissected by younger streams in the

northern part of the area. These consolidated alluvial deposits form

broad, low lying plateaus fringing mountainous areas.

Vegetation is similar to that foundin most of central Nevada.

Juniper, pinyon pine, limber pine, and mountain mahogany trees dominate

the rockier highland areas, while sage, white sage, and rabbit brush

occupy valleys and weathered areas. Nowhere was surface water seen,



although in Yahoo Canyon several seasonal springs are evident due to

phreatophyte growthalong fractures and at the base of cliffs. No corn-

pletely relieable relationship between vegetation and rock type occurs

in the area. The Mississippian Diamond Peak Formation is commonly, but

not everywhere, barren of vegetation, but not enough so as to be used

as a mapping criterion.

Geologic Setting

The Great Basin, during early and middle PaleozoIc time, was part

of the Cordilleran geosyncline, which extended from the Canadian Arctic

to southern California along the western margin of the North American

continent. This belt may have been characterized by a series of mar-

ginal basins between the continental land mass and offshore 1,sland

arcs (Churkin, 1974). The Eureka area, during Early and Middle

Devonian times, was occupied by a broad, shal1ow water continental

shelf. Three depositional belts (Roberts, 1972) existed during this

time. The eastern facies belt is characterized by shallow water dolo-

mites, arenites, and shelly limestones. A transitional zone about 50

miles wide represents deposition on the outer shelf and upper contin-

ental slope, where carbonates and fine clastics were deposited (Winterer

and Murphy, 1960). Western assemblage rocks, composed of deep water

carbonates, fine clastics, cherts, and volcanics represent a basinal

depositional complex. The transitional zone moved east and west through

time in an osciallatory fashion, producing complexly interfingering

facies. The map area is located in the western segment of the eastern

facies belt.
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Figure 2. Generalized normal stratigraphic section in
the Devils Gate Pass-Nothern Mahogany Hills area.
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During late Givetian (early Taghanic) time, a slight increase in

water depth and circulation is marked by the change from dolomite (Bay

State and Simonson Dolomites) to limestone of the Devils Gate and

Cuiimette Formations. This change in depositional regime is attributed

to the Taghanic onlap (Johnson, 1970), which deposited a phase of the

Kaskaskia Sequence.

The Late Devonian and Early Mississippian Antler orogeny is

responsible for the Chainman Shale and Diamond Peak Formation, which

are clastic deposits eroded from the Antler highland. This linear

highland, located in west--central Nevada, has plate tectonic implica-

tions extending f at beyond the Great Basin. The Antler orogeny included

folding and relatively eastward thrust faulting of western assemblage

rocks ranging in age from Ordovician to Devonian. Allochthonous blocks

were displaced by the Roberts Mountains thrust as far east as Devils

Gate Pass, where small erosional remnants of the Vinini Formation crop

out. Roberts and others (1958) referred to the flysch and molasse

deposits of the Antler orogeny as overlap assemblage rocks because they

overlapped the former western, transitional, and eastern assemblages

after movement on the Roberts Mountains thrust.

No sedimentary rocks younger than Mississippian or older than

Tertiary are found overlying the Diamond Peak Formation, apparently due

to pre-Tertiary erosion. Several small erosional remnants of pyro-

clastic flow rocks rest unconformably on Paleozoic strata.

Normal faulting in the Tertiary Period, common to the Basin and

Range province, is also developed in the map area. Horsts run generally

parallel (north-south) to the depositional strike of early and middle
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Paleozoic time. Several important fades changes are concealed beneath

valley alluvium.

Older Quaternary alluvium is semi-consolidated to well consoli-

dated, and may have formed during an eariler Pleistocene glacial

interval when erosion by water action was prominent. Now in an arid

environment, these pediment surfaces are being dissected by sporadic

flash floods and by seasonal drainage.
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NEVADA GROUP

General

The Nevada Group, as defined by Johnson (1962), overl:ies the Lone

Mountain Dolomite and underlies the Devils Gate Limestone. Merriam

(1940) proposed the section at Modoc Peak as the type section of the

Nevada Formation. This locality is laced with sills, faulted, poorly

exposed, and does not contain all the units of the Nevada Group,

however. Absent from Modoc Peak are the Kobeh Member of the McColley

Canyon Formation, the Woodpecker Limestone, and the Union Mountain

Formation.

The Nevada Group is composed mainly of thin- to thick-bedded,

light to dark gray dolomite and fossiliferous limestone. It is dis-

tinguished from the Lone Mountain Dolomite which is commonly unfossili-

verous and weathers slightly more resistantly than the ipwer units of

the Nevada Group. The contact between the Lone Mountain Dolomite and

the Nevada Group is consequently found in topographic saddles. Litho-

logy, limestone vs. dolomite, generally serves to distinguish the

Nevada Group from the overlying Devils Gate Limestone and Guilmette

Formation. Formations of the Nevada Group exposed in the map area are

the McColley Canyon Formation, the Sadler Ranch Formation, the upper

Oxyoke Canyon Formation, and the Simonson Dolomite. For the most part,

exposures are restricted to the Modoc Peak area, except for small

exposures of the Simonson Dolomite in Yahoo Canyon, the Mountain Boy

Range, and at Hill 6887.



McColley Canyon Formation

General
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Carlisle, Nelson, Winterer, arid Murphy (1957) defined the McColley

Canyon as a member of the Nevada Formation in the Sulphur Spring Range.

Lithologically, the McColley Canyon is composed of thin- to medium-

bedded argillaceous lime packstones and wackestones that weather

recessively. At McColley Canyon in the Sulphur Spring Range, the

formation is 420 feet thick.

Johnson (1962) recognized a faunal break in the Roberts Mountains

corresponding to the upper boundary of the McColley Canyon and raised

tue unit to formational status, thereby raising the Nevada Formation

of Nolan, Merriam, and Williams (1956) to group status. The McColley

Canyon and its eastward correlative, the Beacon Peak Dolomite, are the

lowermost units of the Nevada Group.

The NcColiey Canyon Formation was divided by Murphy and Gronberg

(1970) into three members: the Kobeh, Bartine, and Coils Creek, with

the exposures at Lone Mountain considered the type section of each.

Because of poor exposure and uncertain contacts, the McColley Canyon

is mapped as a single unit at Modoc Peak.

Bartine Member

At Modoc Peak, the Bartine Member conformably overlies a tongue

of the lower Sevy Dolomite (Kendall, 1975). Thickness at this locality

is approximately 105 feet. The Bartine generally thickens westward

and thins to the east. At Lone Mountain, the thickness is 455 feet



Figure 4. Photomicrograph of Bartine member. 'A' is a portion of a

brachiopod shell. White, angular fragments similar to

'C' are quartz grains. (crossed nicols)
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(Gronberg, 1967), and it is 210 feet thick at Table Mountain. In

Oxyoke Canyon, to the east, two small tongues of the Bartine total

approximately 20 feet in thickness (Kendall, 1975).

Because of the recessive weathering characteristics of the Bartine

and minor faulting, the lower and upper contacts are not exposed at

Modoc Peak, making the 105 feet reported thickness approximate. The

exposure at Modoc Peak consists mostly of flaggy to platy chips of

thin-bedded, orange to pinkish gray-weathering argillaceous bioclastic

wackestone and packstone. The lower 20 feet of the Bartine is repre-

sented by a band of float of richly fossiliferous argillaceous lime-

stone Brachiopod, bryozoan, crinoid, and minor tri1obit remains are

in grain support in the orangish gray matrix Thin section analysis

reveals a quartz content of up to 15 percent Bedding in the lower

part of the Bartine at Modoc Peak is not exposed, but is inferred from

float to be thin- to medium-bedded. This lower 20 feet of Bartine at

Modoc Peak corresponds to the lower limy dolomite of Kendall (1975).

The upper 85 feet of Bartine at Modoc Peak are placed in the

middle limestone of Kendal (1975). This part of the Bartine is also

poorly exposed at Modoc Peak. Color is medium to dark gray with

yellowish weathering argillaceous interbeds. Bedding is 6 to 8 inches

thick. Argillaceous interbeds are 1 to 5 inches thick, and weather

to chips or small plates. Lithologically, this unit is composed of

limy packstones and wackestones of crinoidal debris and brachiopods.

Kendall (1975) interpreted the depositional environment of the

Bartine as being low to moderate energy conditions. Deposition took

place in shallow outer shelf lagoons or slight depressions. Slight
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Figure 5. Photomicrograph of crinoidal packstone from upper portion

of the Bartine member at Modoc Peak. Small black dots are

bubbles in the balsam. (plane light)
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deepening of the water allowed deposition of the middle limestone under

normal marine conditions. This depositional pattern marks a minor

transgression that caused eastward migration of the Coils Creek-

Bartine, and Bartine-Beacon Peak facies boundaries.

Brachiopod fauna of the Pinyonensis Zone are common to the Bartine

Member. Sparse collections of brachiopod and conodont samples from the

Bartine agree with Kenda11s (1975) assignment of late Early Devonian

to the Bartine at Modoc Peak.

The l3artine tongue at Modoc Peak is a lateral correlative of parts

of Beacon Peak Dolomite to the east, and part of the Coils Creek 'to the

west. Because of the Early Devonian transgression that caused an

eastward facies migration, the Coils Creek also overlies the Bartine at

Modoc Peak.

Coils Creek Member

As defined by Cronberg (1967), the Coils Creek Member of the

McColley Canyon Formation consists of laminated to thin-bedded cherty

limestone. Thickness at Lone Mountain is 125 feet. At Table Moun-

tam, the Coils Creek is 165 feet thick, and at Modoc Peak it is

approximately 120 feet. This latter thickness is only partially

reliable, however, due to the obscuring of contact relationships at

Modoc Peak by float and cover.

In relation to the underlying Bartine Member, the Coils Creek

weathers slightly resistantly. The Coils Creek Member at Modoc Peak

is composed of thin- to medium-bedded, medium to dark gray packs tones

and wackestones of crinoidal debris, thick-shelled brachiopods, and
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tetracorals. Thin argillaceous interbeds weather light yellowish gray

and are commonly laminated. The lower contact is obscured by cover at

Modoc Peak, but may be approximated on the basis of slightly thicker

bedding and darker color than the Bartiiie. Small chert nodules occur

in the upper part of this unit at Modoc Peak.

Deposition of the Coils Creek took place in slightly deeper water

and lower energy conditions than did the Bartine Member. The Coils

Creek interfingers with and overlies the Bartine Member in a trans-

gressive manner. The easternmost extent of the Coils Creek represents

the maximum extent of the Early Devonian transgressive sequence.

The lower Coils Creek is time equivalent to the Bartine Member and

to part of the Beacon Peak Dolomite. These three units and the east-

ward movement of their fades patterns throughout the late Early

Devonian delineate a small transgressive sequence. The upper part of

the Coils Creek is time equivalent to the Sadler Ranch Formation and

the lower Oxyoke Canyon Formation. Equivalents are not known west of

the Mahogany Hills due to the Antler orogeny.

Age of the Coils Creek is late Early Devonian (Johnson and

Kendall, 1976). Sparse collections of the brachiopod yy
and conodont Pandorinellina exigua support this age determination.

Sadler Ranch Formation

The Sadler Ranch Formation is an informal term applied by

Kendall (1975) to fossiliferous dolomite formerly assigned to the

middle Union Mountain Formation. The type section of the Sadler Ranch

is located in the southern Sulphur Spring Range where the thickness is
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408 feet. Three members of the Sadler Ranch can be recognized at Modoc

Peak: lower and upper dolomites and a middle crinoidal dolomite. The

middle crinoidal member is thickest and best developed at Lone Moun-

tain and at Modoc Peak. The Sadler Ranch conformably overlies the

McColley Canyon and is conformably overlain by the upper Oxyoke Canyon

at Modoc Peak.

The lower contact is relatively sharp, displayed in the change

from thin- to medium-bedded, medium gray argillaceous limestones of

the Coils Creek to the medium- to thick-bedded, dark olive gray dolo-

mites of the Sadler Ranch Formation.

Exposures of the Sadler Ranch in the map area are limited to the

southwest face of Modoc Peak, where the thickness is approximately

270 feet. The Sadler Ranch consists of light to dark olive gray,

thick- to medium-bedded fossiliferous dolomite that weathers to form

rugged, blocky exposures. Bedding characteristics are fairly uniform

throughout the formation. Wackestones and packstones of crinoidal

material and minor brachiopods, gastropods, and rugose corals, along

with subordinate mudstone, characterize Sadler Ranch lithology.

The lower dolomite of the Sadler Ranch is composed mainly of

laminated dolomite mudstone and crinoidal wackestone. Thin concentra-

tions of gastropods and disarticulated brachiopods occur in minor

proportions. Minor scouring and rip-ups of the underlying Coils Creek

Member are also included in the basal part of the formation (Kendall,

1975).

The middle cinoida1 Interval is marked by a gradual increase in

crinoidal debris. Packstones and wackestones of crinoid ossicles
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dominate this part of the unit. Very characteristic of the middle

dolomite are two-holed crinoid ossicles (Johnson and Lane, 1969). Other

megafossils are absent from this interval at Modoc Peak. The main dis-

tinction between the lower and upper dolomites of the Sadler Ranch is

the presence of the intervening crinoidal interval. The upper boundary

of the middle crinoidal member is also gradational in nature.

The upper dolomite is lithologically similar to the lower dolo-

mite. However, light gray dolomites similar to those of the overlying

Oxyoke Canyon Formation are interbedded with the Sadler Ranch dolomites

through an interval of approximately 30 feet. The upper boundary of

the Sadler Ranch is therefore taken to be the occurrence of quartzose

dolomite of the Oxyoke Canyon.

The Sadler Ranch is assigned an age of late Emsian and early

Eifelian on the basis of brachiopod and conodont data (Kendall, 1975).

The lower Sadler Ranch is time equivalent to part of the Coils Creek

Member on the west and the lower Oxyoke Canyon Formation on the east.

The upper Sadler Ranch was deposited at the same time as the lower

Denay Limestone to the west, and the coarse crystalline member of the

Oxyoke Canyon Formation to the east.

Kendall (1975) interpreted the Sadler Ranch as a transitional unit

between the Oxyoke Canyon Formation and the deeper water Denay Lime-

stone. The incursions of Oxyoke Canyon quartz debris into the Sadler

Ranch environment represent an upward-shoallng sequence (Kendall, 1975).

This westward movement of the Sadler Ranch-Oxyoke Canyon facies

boundary represents a minor regression of the sea. Laminated mudstones

and minor scouring indicate that the Sadler Ranch was deposited under
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conditions of moderate to high energy currents. Benthic fauna remains,

especially those of crinoids, suggest that life in the Sadler Ranch

biotope was fairly abundant, and that areas of dense crinoidal growth

may have acted as baffles, slowing the current and allowing deposition

of carbonate muds that otherwise would have been winnowed by current

action.

Oxyoke Canyon Formation

The Oxyoke Canyon Formation was originally defined by Nolan,

Merriam, and Williams (1956) for exposures in Oxyoke Canyon. Kendall

(1975) divided the formation into a lower sandstone member and an upper

coarse crystalline member. At the type locality, the Oxyoke Canyon

is 400 feet thick. At Modoc Peak, where only the coarse crystalline

member is exposed, the formation is 140 feet thick. At Combs Peak, to

the southwest, thickness is 70 feet, and it is absent at Table

Mountain.

The lower contact of the Oxyoke Canyon is transitional in nature.

Light gray laminated dolomites of the Oxyoke Canyon lithology are inter-

bedded with dolomites of the underlying Sadler Ranch Formation through

an interval of approximately 30 stratigraphic feet at Modoc Peak. The

lower boundary is therefore taken to be the appearance of quartzose

dolomite, as described below. The upper boundary of the Oxyoke Canyon

is marked by a decrease in quartz content, accompanied by the alterna-

tion of light and gray dolomites assigned to the Simonson Dolomite.

BOth contacts appear conformable.

Dolomites of the Oxyoke Canyon at Modoc Peak are light to medium
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gray and medium- to thick-bedded. Quartz content ranges from five to

fifteen percent, mainly concentrated in lamivae. These dolomites are

medium- to fine-grained, with some displaying saccharoidal texture and

small:vugs. This leads to the conclusion that the Oxyoke Canyon sedi-

ments were deposited as limy material that has since been dolomitized.

The dolomites described above compose roughly three-fourths of the

Oxyoke Canyon at Modoc Peak. Approximately 70 feet above the base of

the formation is a 25-foot-thick dolomitic quartz arenite. Quartz

grains are fine- to medium-grained, well-sorted, and sub-rounded to

well-rounded. Parallel laminations, planar cross-laminations, and

tangential cross-laminations are accentuated somewhat on weathered

surfaces, which are light rusty brown. Fresh surfaces are very light

gray to cream colored, with vague alignment of the quartz grains. The

sandstone of the Oxyoke Canyon weathers resistantly in relation to the

dolomite sequence which contains it, and forms the crest of Nodoc

Peak. Minor slumping has displaced a small block of Oxyoke Canyon

down the north face of Modoc Peak into Little Reilley Canyon. In con-

tact with the sandstone on both lower and upper surfaces are sandy

dolomite breccias with saccharojdal texture. Clasts are angular frag-

ments of laminated dolomite that are pebble- to cobble-sized, enclosed

in a matrix of light gray quartzose dolomite. Both contacts of the

sandstone with the breccias are sharp, slightly undulatory, and appear

scoured. Both breccias are approximately six feet thick.

The abundance of well-rounded quartz in the coarse crystalline

member of the Oxyoke Canyon suggests a shallow water, moderate to high

energy environment of deposition. Current transport is indicated by
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the presence of parallel and cross-laminations. Kendall (1975) reports

a fairly random orientation of current features over a wide area, and

suggests that normal tidal currents were not totally responsible for

these features, but rather by randomly oriented currents, such as

storms and wind. The geometry and sedimentary structures of the Oxyoke

Canyon prompted Kendall (1975) to interpret a beach, offshore bar, and

eolian environment of deposition.

No fossil collections were obtained from the Oxyoke Canyon Forma-

tion at Modoc Peak. Kendall (1975) assigned an age of early Eifelian to

the coarse crytalline member. on the basis of lateral equivalents and

stratigraphic position. Only the stratigraphic position is observable

at Modoc Peak.

Simonson Dolomite

General

The Simonson Dolomite was defined by Nolan (1930) for exposures

in Simonson Canyon in the Deep Creek Mountains of western Utah. At

this location, the Simonson overlies the Sevy Dolomite and is overlain

by the Cuilmette Formation. At Simonsori Canyon, Nolan (1935) noted that

the Simonson Dolomite is "strikingly laminated . . . characteristic of

the whole formation." The Simonson is 1,030 feet thick in the type

area. Osmond (1954) and Gronberg (1967) demonstrated that the Simonson

Dolomite extends as far west as Lone Mountain.

Nolan, Merriam, and Williams (1956) subdivided the Nevada

Formation into five members in the Eureka area: the Beacon Peak

Dolomite, the Oxyoke Canyon Sandstone, the Sentinel Mountain Dolomite,
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the Woodpecker Limestone, and the Bay state Dolomite. The Sentinel

Mountain and Bay State Dolomites are very similar lithologically to the

Simonson Dolomite, the main criterion for defining the two formations

being the presence of the intervening Woodpecker Limestone. The

Woodpecker Limestone was not detected in the map area, making a ready

separation of the Sentinel Mountain and Bay State Dolomites impractical.

Osmond (1954) recognized four subdivisions of the Simonson to the

east. These units were not applied in the map area.

Li tho logy

In the map area, the Simonson Dolomite is exposed in the east

wall of Yahoo Canyon, on Modoc Ridge, on the west face of Hill 6887,

and in the northern Mountain Boy Range. Exposures in Yahoo Canyon and

at Hill 6887 are poor; cover, slumping, and no exposed base obscure the

Formation. Exposures in the Mountain Boy Range are small, isolated,

and generally covered. However, at Modoc Ridge, the entire formation

is present, although igneous intrusions partly obscure the upper

boundary.

At Modoc Peak, the base of the Simonson Dolomice is placed at the

level where alternating light and dark gray dolomites increase markedly

in relation to the underlying Oxyoke Canyon dolomites. This change is

faT r ly at) rttpt , and the con tact. appears con lormablo . The tiiper contact

of the Simonson is transitional and is treated in dctai.i. with the

Devils Gate Limestone.

The Simonson Dolomite is approximately 1,840 feet thick at Modoc

Ridge. At Table Mountain, the Simonson is 1,300 feet thick (Schalla,
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1978)

At Modoc Ridge, the Simonson Dolomite is represented by a thick

sequence of alternating light and dark gray, laminated, thin- to

thick-bedded dolomites. The Simonson weathers to form blocky steps on

gentle slopes, is slightly more resistant than the McColley Canyon

Formation, but is much less resistant than the Devils Gate Limestone.

Grain sizes of the Simonson range from coarse and saccharoidal to fine-

grained. Most strata exhibit fine parallel laminations. Locally,

minor convolute laminations and flame structures are observable.

Dolomite breccias are found throughout the Simonson Dolomite. Clasts

are angular dolomite fragments up to two inches in diameter enclosed

in a matrix of fine-grained dolomite. No association with light or

dark gray beds was noted. High in the Simonson at Modoc Ridge is

found a thin limestone breccia. Contacts are covered, making thickness

unknown. Clasts are angular fragments of drak gray lime mudstone in a

matrix of yellowish gray weathering limestone, giving the rock a

mottled weathering appearance. Fossil material is not evident in any

of the breccias.

Biotic remains are abundant in the Simonson at Modoc Peak. These

fossils, along with the vuggy and saccharoidal textures, suggest that

dolomitization of limy packstone, wackestone, and mudstone has taken

place in the Simonson. Whole and fragmented Amphipora are concentrated

in six- to ten-inch layers. Fragmented domal stromatoporoids become

evident in the upper part of the formation at Modoc Peak. Most fossil

material occurs as recrystallized, locally barely discernible ghosts

that show little contrast with the enclosing matrix. Wackestones and
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packstones of thick shelled brachiopods occur throughout much of the

lower Simonson. These also are recrystallized, with silicification

present at a few horizons. Approximately 920 feet above the base of

the Simonson, a packstone of silicified thick shelled brachiopods

forms a two-foot-thick ledge. The valves are oriented concave down,

are in grain support, and have been welded together by silicification.

J. G. Johnson (1977) identified these brachiopods as Ceranocephalus

truncatus. This bed is distinctive, and may be traced to the east for

approximately one mile to where it dips beneath the valley alluvium.

At Modoc Ridge, the upper 150 feet of the Simonson Dolomite is

represented by lime mudstones, packstones, and wackestones interbedded

with laminated dolomites and limy dolomites. Within this interval, a

one-foot-thick bed was observed to contain oncolites. On weathered

surfaces, these features show round to oval cross sections, and re-

semble fragmented stromatoporoids. Polished and etched slabs indicate

that the rock is, however, an oricolite packstone. The oncolites are

one-half inch to one inch in diameter. Smaller oncolites have more

oval cross sections, whereas larger bodies display more circular cross

sections. Study of internal micro-structure reveals fine concentric

laminae that converge and terminate, not completely encircling the core.

The extreme fineness of the laminae, along with the lack of internal

cellular structure, rules out the possibility that these spheroidal

bodies are rounded stromatoporoids. Contained within the laminae of

several oncolites are fragments of shelly fossils, presumably brachio-

pods, that are oriented in accordance with the laminae. The oncolites

are set in a matrix that is yellowish gray weathering and small



Figure 6. Distinctive packstone of silicified Geranocephalus truncatus

in the Simonson Dolomite at Modoc Peak.
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fragments of dark gray lime mudstone.

Nolan (1935) identified StringoceD1ia1.is in the Simonson at the

type locality and assigned as age of Middle Devonian to the unit.

Osmond (1954) and Johnson, Boucot, and Gronberg (1968) supported this

age determination, the latter noting that the Stringocephalus of

Merriam (1940) is actually Geranocephalus truncatus, which occupies a

stratigraphic position higher than Stringocephalus at Table Mountain.

Geranocephalus truncatus was collected from the 920 foot level in the

Simonsonat Modoc Peak. Samples of the brachiopod Desguamatia multi-

costellata were collected from the basal Devils Gate (2,680 foot level)

at Modoc Peak and identified by J. G. Johnson. At Modoc Peak, there-

fore, deposition of the Simonson terminated in latest Givetian or early

Frasnian time. Kendall (1975) dated the Sadler Ranch and Oxyoke Canyon

termination of sedimentation as early to middle Eifelian. At Modoc

Peak, therefore, the Simonson lithotope must have existed from middle

Ejfeiian to late Givetian time.

Murphy (1977) reported the occurrence of Stringocephalus in the

Devils Gate Limestone at Lone Mountain, indicating that deposition of

the Simonson at Modoc Peak lasted several million years longer than

Simonson correlatives at Lone Mountain. To the east, deposition of

the Simonson ended in early to middle Givetian time (Johnson, l977b).

At Modoc Peak, therefore, deposition of the Simonson continued long

after the Devils Gate lithotope had replaced the underlying Sirnonson

enviornments to the east and west.
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To the west, the upper Simonson of Modoc Peak is time equivalent

to part of the Denay Limestone (Johnson and Sandberg, 1977). Gronberg

(1967) described possible interfingering relationships of the Simonson

and Denay at Lone Mountain. 10 the east, the Simonson is correlative

to the Sentinel Mountain Dolomite, Woodpecker Limestone, Bay State

Dolomite, and lower Devils Gate Limestone.

Depositional Environments

Deposition of the Simonson took place on a broad, relatively flat

continental shelf that extended from western Utah over much of eastern

Nevada as far west as Lone Mountain (Osmond, 1954). Osniond (1954) also

noted that ripple marks and cross-laminations are absent from the

Simonson Dolomite. At Table Mountain, however, minor cross-laminae and:

fine parallel laminae were observed in the upper Simonson. These sedi-

mentary structures indicate that current action did have an effect on

the deposition of Simonson sediments. No directional properties of the

cross-laminae could be obtained.

Osmond (1954) hypothesized that broad (thousands of feet across)

gently sloping high areas on the shelf supported abundant life due to

increased circulation. Adjacent depressions with restricted circulation

collected biotic fragments and carbonate muds. Periodically, these

high areas may have been exposed to sub-aerial erosion or shallow

water scouring. These high areas migrated over the shelf through time,

thereby blanketing the entire shelf with a continuous record of depo-

sition. Exposure ol the Simonson in the map area is not of large

enough scale to test this hypothesis. The shallow depressions or high
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areas could easily span the entire breadth of outcrop in the Modoc Peak

area. This, along with the very gentle depositional dips involved,

make it difficult to discern any angular discordance associated with

erosional surfaces within the Simonson. The only evidence of deposi-

tion on a slope is the presence of soft sediment deformational features

such as flame structures and convolute bedding.

During early Givetian time, the Sirnonson of Modoc Ridge was

separated from the Simonson of more eastern localities by the Woodpecker

Limestone. As a result of the Taghanic onlap(Johnson, 1970), water

depth on the shelf became gradually deeper in relation to the continent,

causing the eastward migration of the Simonson-Devils Gate (Guilmette)

boundary in a transgressive manner. During this onlap, however, depo-

sition of the Simonson at Modoc Peak persisted to late Givetian time

before being supplanted by the Devils Gate lithotope. The geometry of

the Simonson in time and space suggests that the Modoc Peak area may

represent the area of greatest persistence of the Simonson on the outer

shelf. The anomalous thickness (150 feet) of the Devils Gate-Simonson

transition zone at Modoc Ridge may be related to this phenomenon, but

it seems more likely that minor faulting and obscuring of the contact

by igneous intrusions may offer an explanation. The presence of onco-

lites in the upper Simonson indicates a shallow water, agitated environ-

ment of deposition. No reason for the persistence of the Simonson

lithotope in the Modoc Peak area could be found from field evidence.

Dolomitizatfon has obliterated much of the fossil evidence that may

have been present. It is possible that conditions near the shelf edge

S
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deposition of the

i waters.
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DEVILS GATE LIMESTONE

General

Merriam (1940) separated the Devils Gate Limestone from the

Nevada Limestone of Hague (1883) mainly on the basis of fossil data,

calling the base of the Devils Gate Limestone the top of the

Stringocephalus brachiopod zone. Later, Nolan, Merriam, and Williams,

1956) redefined the Devils Gate on the basis of lithology. The under-

lying Nevada Formation dolomites (Simonson Dolomite) were separated

from the Devils Gate by a thin (60 to 75 feet thick) transition zone

where interbedding of the two lithologies is observable. This edefini-

tion of the base of the Devils Gate accounts for the fact that early

estimates of Devils Gate thickness were several hundred feet thicker

than those of the present day.

The type section of the Devils Gate Limestone is located at Devils

Gate Pass, about eight miles west of Eureka, on U.S. Hwy. 50. Although

the lower contact is not exposed there, the upper 1,100 feet of the for-

mation are well exposed and offer excellent potential for the study of

the stratigraphy and paleontology. At the type section, the Devils Gate

Limestone can be divided into a lower, shallow water bank facies, a

middle, shelf lagoonal facies, and an upper, deep water basinal facies.

Although the formation yields itself to a three-fold subdivision at

Devils Gate Pass, mapping of both the lower and middle lithologies is

impractical where a well exposed reference section is unavailable.

Approximately 75 percent of the outcrop of the map area is

composed of Devils Gate Limestone. The base of the Devils Gate is
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exposed in Yahoo Canyon and between Hill 6887 and Modoc Peak, the

former being poorly exposed. The Devils Gate and its eastward strati-

graphic equivalent, the Guilmette Formation, contain the early history

of the effects of the Taghanic oniap and the Antler orogeny on the con-

tinental shelf in central and eastern Nevada and western Utah.

Lower Contact

Within the map area, the Simonson Dolomite-Devils Gate contact

is not well exposed. At Devils Gate, the base of the Devils Gate is

concealed beneath valley alluvium. At Hill 6887, the contact is

obscured by minor faulting, slumping, and cover, with the same conditions

in Yahoo Canyon being compounded by igneous intrusions. Exposures of

the base at Modoc Ridge are slightly better. These exposures do,

however, support the conclusions of Nolan, Merriam, and Williams

(1956) that the contact between the Simonson Dolomite and the Devils

Gate Limestone is transitional in nature.

From a distance, the contact appears to be sharp. The Simonson

Dolomite weathers rather recessively, forming rounded, stair step

slopes that contrast markedly with the high cliffs of the Devils Gate

Limestone. The Devils Gate also has a darker gray color which is

usually observable at a distance. Some aerial photographs show this

color difference, as well as the difference in topographic expression.

With closer inspection it becomes evident that the contact is not

sharp. At some places, the actual contact is as much as 200 strati-

graphic feet below the cliffs that had been observed at a distance.

The contact is transitional in nature, characterized by interbedding



Figure 7. Interbedding of limestone and
Dolomite-Devils Gate Limestone
hammer and limestone at top is
similar to that at bottom. SE
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dolomite in the Simonson
transition zone. Unit between
readily weathered dolomite,
1/4 SW 1/4 Sec. 36, T. 20 N.,



of light gray laminated dolomites and dark gray to blackish gray lime

mudstones, Amphipora packstones and wackestones, and minor stromato-

poroid boundstones. The thickness of the transition zone varies from

place to place, ranging from 30 to 75 stratigraphic feet. Rare lime-

stones occur 400 to 500 feet below the base of the Devils Gate, and

laminated dolomites may be observed as much as 400 feet above the base

of the formation. For thesereasons, the transition zone can be con-

sidered the interval in which approximately equal proportions of the

two rock types are interbedded.

For purposes of mapping and section measuring, a more definite

criterion for the determination of the base of the Devils Gate needs to

be defined The base of the Devils Gate is herein taken to be the

appearance of domal stromatoporoids that exhibit growth in place This

feature is chosen because it is very common to the lower Devils Gate

lithology. By contrast, fragmented domal stromatoporoids can be

observed below the transition zone.

Lower Lithology

Thickness of the lower lithology, from composite sections in the

Devils Gate-Modoc Peak area, is approximately 530 feet. A more accurate

estimation is difficult because of lack of dstnct marker beds and the

abrupt vert [cal mid iatcr(ll fades var.Lat[ons wi thin the uni t . Murphy

and Dunham (1977) report 370 feet of basal Devils Gate lithology in the

Roberts Mountains. At Table Mountain, at least 450 feet of lower

Devils Gate lithology are exposed. Further measurement proves un-

reliable because of slumping. Estimates of.thickness at Devils Gate
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Figure 8. View of type section of the Devils Gate Limestone, Devils
Gate Pass. Relief from highway (bottom left) to summit
(top right) is approximately 480 feet.
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Pass agree with those of Sandberg and Poole (1977).

One of the most characteristic features of the lower Devils Gate

lithology is the presence of stromatoporoid boundstones. Domal forms

with concentric internal structure range in size from one inch to nine

inches in cross sectional diameter. In places, encrusting sheets may

be observed, but the degree of development of these sheets does not

appear to be as extensive as those reported in the Roberts Mountains

by Murphy and Dunham (1977). The upper one-third of the lower lithology

contains the greatest development of boundstones at Devils Gate Pass.

Domal forms in this part of the section have grown over one another,

forming a framework of domes and associated sheets in a matrix of lime

mudstone. Thin section analysis of the domal stomatoporoids reveals

more detailed microstructure. The concentric laminae of this fossil

are connected by thin walls perpendicular to the concentric laminae,

giving a cellular appearance to the internal micrOstructure, with

pseudospar and microspar as fillings. Less extensive stromatoporoid

development exists throughout the remainder of the lower lithology at

Devils Gate.

At Devils Gate, the stromatoporoid boundstones are laterally ex-

tensive and show little or no relief. The stromatoporoid buildups pro-

bably had very gently sloping flanks, which may not be readily dis-

cernible within the breadth of a single outcrop. Fine-grained sedi-

ments do, however, exhibit a draping effect over individual domal

stromatoporocls. Because of this wide lateral extent, no flank beds

were found at Devils Gate or at Table Mountain. Beds containing

stromatoporoid boundstones are dark to very dark gray, thin- to
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Figure 9. Domal stromatoporoids in the lower Devils Gate Limestone.
Thin argillaceous partings at top of view mark bedding
planes, which are 2-3 inches thick.
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thick-bedded, cliffy weathering, and contain thin luterbeds (one to four

inches thick) of recessive weathering, black, calcareous shale. These

interbeds and thin, undulatory argillaceous partings mark bedding

planes.

The upper limit of the lower Devils Gate lithology is taken to be

the disappearance of domal stromatoporoids that are in growth position.

At Devils Gate, this level is approximately 430 stratigraphic feet

above the lowest exposed beds Above this level, domal forms are

found, but in small amounts, and in fragmented condition Without a

well exposed reference section, this level is difficult to find, as

mudstones of the lower Devils Gate are not easily distinguishable from

those of the middle Devils Gate

Very commonly associated with the domal stromatoporoid bound-

stones are packstones and wackestones with Amphipora ranging in length

from two to four centimeters Diameters of these small cylindrical

stromatoporoids range from two to five millimeters These are com-

monly oriented with their long axes parallel to bedding planes No

preferred orientation within the bedding planes was observed. The

matrix material of the po-bearing rocks is commonly lime mud

consisting of micrite or pelletal material In microspar or pseduospar.

Pellets are 0.07 to 0.12 millimeters in diameter and appear structure-

less in thin section. packstones and wackestones commonly

are found in distinct layers of one to eighteen inches in thickness.

At many localities, stromatoporoid boundstones occur directly above,

with minor disturbances in the orientation of Amphipora.

Gastropod wackestones occur throughout the lower lithology and in
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Figure 10. Photomicrograph of stromatoporoid internal structure.
Note cellular structure filled with pseudospar.
Sample DG-9 from Devils Gate Pass measured section.
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Figure 11. Polished and etched slab of stromatoporoid from the
lower Devils Gate Limestone. Sample DG-3 from Devils
Gate Pass measured section.
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parts of the middle lithology of the Devils Gate. Cross sectional

H diameters seen in outcrop range from one-half to one inch. Large con-

centrations of gastropod shells are not found in particular zones within.

the lower lfthology at Devils Gate. They are commonly found in associ-

ation with and not usually associated with brachiopod debris.

Most gastropods are found essentially intact, with little evidence of

abrasion. In thin section, the most common matrix material associated

with gastropods is pelletal lime mud in microspar or pseudospar.

Poorly developed geopetal fabric gives evidence of orientation at the

time of deposition.

Brachiopod remains are commonly associated with other megafossils

in the lower Devils Gate Limestone, notably corals and domal stromato-

poroids Both intact and disarticulated shells are found in this part

of the Devils Gate. Disarticulated valves and fragments of valves corn-

monly occur in laminated lime mudstones and laminated dolomitic lime

mudstones. The valves are oriented concave down because of current

flow. These laminated deposits normally contain the packstones of

brachiopod material; wackestones are commonly found in non-laminated

lime mudstone, are usually intact, and show less orientation parallel

to bedding.

In the upper 130 stratigraphic feet of the lower lithology at

Devils Gate Pass, intact solitary tetracorals make their first

appearance in the section. Their occurrence is, however, much lower

in the section at Table Mountain. Cross sections of the corallites in

outcrop reveal the internal septa. On many silicified examples, the

calyx is observable and shows that the maximum diameter of these
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Figure 12. Photomicrograph of pelmicrite from the lower Devils Gate
Limestone. Sample DG-ll from Devils Gate Pass measured
section. (plane light)
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corals is approximately one inch. The corals display no particular

orientation in relation to bedding planes and do not appear to be con-

centrated in definite layers as are Amphipora. Murphy and Dunham (1977)

r('port tIR' j)t'( (fflC' Of rIIos(' ora Is Iii h Io lm;1 I wkstooeu I(w In

the section in the Roberts Mountains.

Intraclastic packstones and wackestones are common to the lower

lithology. There is no stratigraphic interval within this lower unit

to which intraclastic material is confined; rather, it occurs as layers

up to two feet thick. Average diameter of these particles is one-

quarter to one inch. Minor flattening parallel to bedding planes is a

common feature. Petrographically, these rocks are mainly intrabio-

micrites. Rocks with sparry matrix are less common. Most of the intra-

clasts are in matrix support, with less common iritergranular support.

Small stylolitic concentrations of hematite outline flattened intra-

clasts. Often contained within the intraclastic units are fragments

of calcareous algae. Grading of intraclas tic beds is vaguely evident

in some cases, with matrix material becoming more evident toward the

top of the deposit.

Within the lower lithology at Devils Gate, very little sandy

material is found. The few layers of detrital material that are pre-

sent are very thin, laminated, and commonly associated with laminated

dolomites or limy dolomites. Murphy and Dunham (1977) report pelletal-

oolitic grainstones in the Devils Gate of the Roberts Mountains. These

are cross-laminated, commonly with well-rounded, fine- to medium-

grained quartz grains. This rock type makes up a very small proportion

of the section in the Roberts Mountains. In the northern Antelope
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Figure 13. Photomicrograph of ostracode-bearing biopelmicrite of

the lower Devils Gate Limestone. Matrix is microspar.

Sample DG-l3 from Devils Gate Pass measured section.

(plane light)
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Range (Wm. Trojan, personal communication, 1977), the Deriay Limestone

is overlain by 130 feet of sandy, oolitic limestone containing a large

percentage of well-rounded quartz grains. This unit may represent the

lower Devils Gate equivalent in that area. The upper boundary is not

exposed because of overriding by upper plate rocks of the Roberts

Mountains thrust.

Dolomites, dolomitic limestones, and limy dolomites occur through-

out much of the lower Devils Gate lithology at Devils Gate. Bedding

ranges from eight inches to ten feet in thickness. The dolomites are

very light gray to medium gray, and usually display laminations, with

minor convolute laminations and flame structures Saccharoidal

texture is evident in a few cases and is. associated with small (one to

ten millimeters) vugs 'that are sub-parallel to bedding planes.

Merriam (1963) suggested that these dolotnites of the lower Devils Gate

have been affected by late hydrothermal alteration. Dolomitization has

certainly affected most of the pelletal muds of the lower Devils Gate.

Thin section analysis shows well-formed dolomite rhombs composing 20

to 50 percent of these rocks. Hydrothermal alteration is certainly

plausible in light of the igneous activity in the Basin and Range

Province during the Tertiary Period.

The presence of d1omites and limy dolomites is another distinctive

feature o the lower 1)evi is Gate lithology. Nolan, Merrinn, and

Williams (1956) divided the Devils Gate into two members in the

southern Diamond Range. The boundary between the Meister Member

(lower) and Hayes Canyon Member (upper) is a dark gray limestone con-

taining ostracodes and phosphatic oolites at the base of the Hayes
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Figure 14. Lower Devils Gate dolomite. Bedding dips gently to the

rights, joints dip steeply to the left. Note pinch and

swell structures. Photograph from 150-190 foot interval

of Devils Gate Pass measured section.
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Canyon Member. Dolomites are distinctive in that they occur only in the

Meister Member in the Newark Mountain area. In this respect, the lower-

middle Devils Gate distinction of this paper relates to the Meister-

Hayes Canyon distinction of Nolan, Merriam, and Williams (1956). The

oolitic, ostracode-bearing limestone is, however, absent from the

section at Devils Gate Pass. Also, the Hayes Canyon Member at Newark

Mountain contains stromatoporoids and Amphipora. T. B. Nolan (personal

communication, 1976) also noted that the oolitic bed separating the

two members is probably only of local extent. For these reasons, the

Meister and Hayes Canyon Members arenot recognized in the map area.

Burrow structures, filled with material of the overlying bed, have

a sparse occurrence in the lower Devils Gate lithology, with no apparent

correlation to stratigraphic 'level. Most of the burrows are small,

ranging from barely perceptible to four inches in depth. These are

oriented perpendicular to bedding planes and appear tubular or slightly

tapered downward.

Lime mudstones and laminated mudstones form a subordinate part of

the lower Devils Gate Limestone and are less distinctive of this inter-

val. Color of these beds is much the same as other limestones of the:

Devils Gate, being dark to blackish gray. Some laminations are due to

alternation of limy mudstone and dolomitic laminae. The dolomitic

laminae are slightly coarser grained (0.1 to 0.3 millimeters across)

in contrast to the much finer lime mudstone. Other mudstones are

mainly pelletal or micritic in thin section. The lime mudstones of

the lower lithology are commonly thin-bedded and contain undulatory

argillaceous partings that serve to define bedding and cause these
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Figure 15. Photomicrograph of slightly dolomitized mudstone of the

Lower Devils Gate Limestone. Sample DG-14 from Devils

Gate Pass measured section. (plane light)
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mudstones to weather recessively to thick, platy or discoidal fragments.

More thickly bedded, non-laminated mudstones weather more resistantly,

and break along planes when struck with a hammer, often displaying

vague plumose patterns radiating from the point of impact.

All lithologic types of the lower Devils Gate lithology display

more or less distinctive weathering characteristics that may aid in

determining rock type.. Stroma.toporoid boundstones and piora pack-

stones weather massively, forming cliffs. It is common to observe

small solution pits and rills on these units, many of which have a

hard, tan to white weathered surface that masks all internal character-

istics. These rocks are very dense and break without regard to

framework constituents. Where these beds overlie recessive weathering

mudstone or dolomite, the underlying soft rocks are commonly weathered

back several feet, forming an overhang. Undulatory argillaceous part-

ings occur throughout the lower lithology, and appear to be absent

only from the dolomite beds.

.Several features of the lower Devils Gate Limestone can be attri-

buted to diagenetic processes. Dolomitization has occurred in most of

the mudstones. In thin section, dolomite rhombs are 0.05 to 0.1 milli-

meter across, and are well-formed crystals, with brownish borders that

slightly mask birefringence. The random orientation and well-formed

crystals lead to the conclusion that the dolomite is secondary in

origin. Laminated mudstones contain dolomite rhombs similar to those

described above, except that they are concentrated in laminae. The

.olomite beds of the lower Devils Gate are interpreted as representing

.olomitized algal or.stromatoporoidal sheets. No definite fenestral



Figure 16. Evidence of minor relief in the Lower Devils
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of lower Devils Gate lithology at Devils Gate
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fabric was observed, but small domal structures with vague sediment

drapes observed in the dolomites suggest that, like the Simonson

Dolomite, these deposits represent dolomitied limestone. The hypo-

thesis that the dolomites of the lower Devils Gate were caused by

magnesium replacement as the result of hydrothermal activity seems

plausible if the Devils Gate section is considered a1one. Even though

Tertiary igneous activity could have provided a source for the hydro-

thermal fluids, the dolomitization would have been more localized

around igneous centers. This is not the case, however, since dolomites

also occur in the Devils Gate at Table Mountain, where large sills such

as those at Devils Gate Pass are absent.

In thin section, few of the lower Devils Gate rocks display

sparry calcite development. Diagenesis of micritic matrix has pro-

duced mostly microspar and pseudospar. Sparry calcite occurs mostly

as fillings in shelly fossils. 'Stylolites are common in the lower

and middle Devils Gate lithologies. In thin section, the stylolites

appear as irregular sutures in which brownish red opaque material is

concentrated. Argillaceous material, so common to these rocks, may

also be concentrated along these solution surfaces.

Middle Lithology

The middle lithology of the Devils Gate Limestone described

herein corresponds to the upper part of the Lower Devils Gate Limestone

as described in Sandberg and Poole (1977). Merriam (1940) and Merriam

and Anderson (1942) divided the Devils Gate at Devils Gate Pass into

three units on the basis of fossil data.. The lower Devils Gate was
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defined as the Spfer tarius brachiopod zone. The middle Devils

Gate corresponded to the Phillipsastraea coral zone. This division

based on faunal studies does not correspond to the division described

herein on the basis of mappable lithology.

To date, the only locality where the middle Devils Gate lithology

has been described is the type section, at Devils Gate Pass. Atthis

location, 320 stratigraphic feet of middle Devils Gate lithology were

measured.

The base of the middle Devils Gate Limestone is taken to be the

disappearance of stromatoporoids that are in growth position. Bedding

characteristics of the middle Devils Gate are similar in some aspects

to those of the lower lithology. Cliffy weathering is common, forming

the same type of exposures. The change from lower to middle Devils Gate

is also associated with thinner bedding in the basal 30 feet of the

middle lithology. This interval is characterized by thin-bedded (two to

four inches thick) lime mudstone. Bedding is planar in character, not

undulatory. The interval is readily weathered, and is partially covered.

Bedding thicknesses of the middle lithology range from two inches to

two feet. Average bedding thickness is on the thinner side of this

spectrum, about five inches. Argillaceous partings are slightly thicker

in the middle lithology than the loqer, being up to three inches thick.

Upper and lower surfacesare undulatory. These argillaceous units

display parallel laminations in some places and weather tan or pink.

The argillaceous interbeds are, in many instances, laterally continuous.

Where argillaceous interbeds or partings are closely spaced, the bedding

takes on a nodular appearance because of convergence and divergence of
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Figure 17. Exposure of middle Devils Gate at Devils Gate Pass.

Photograph from approximately 570-590 foot interval.

Note thin-bedded character and cliffy weathering. Height

of view is approximately 20 feet.
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the partings.

The middle Devils Gate lithology is composed entirely of limestone.

No dolomites, common to the lower lithology, are found in the middle

unit at Devils Gate. Stromatoporoids are rare in the middle unit,

and none were found in growth position. These fragmented stromato-

poroids, along with minor occurrences, are limited to the

lower half of the middle lithology.

Rugose corals are slightly more abundant in the middle lithology

than in the lower. Silicification is not as extensive as in the lower

unit, however. These corals are, for the most part, intact and not

found in packstones. Other qualities, such as size and morphology,

are similar to those of the lower Devils Gate corals.

Brachiopods occur throughout the middle Devils Gate. Approxi-

mately equal proportions of intact and disarticulated brachiopods are

found. Two size ranges of brachiopods are noted in the middle Devils

Gate. Smaller varieties are one-quarter to one-half inch in the largest

dimension, and are commonly thin shelled. Larger varieties are

approximately one inch across. Occurrence of brachiopods is noted

mainly in wackestones. Commonly, brachiopod material is dispersed

througout a mudstone matrix, with no definite levels of concentration.

At these localities, the brachiopods re usually found intact, whereas

brachiopods found in definite layers are disarticulated to a minor

degree.

Small (one-half to one and one-quarter inch in diameter) cross

sections of gastropods are found at several horizons in the middle

Devils Gate Limestone. Occurrences are as wackestones of intact
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recrystallized shells. Packstones are rare.

Approximately 690 stratigraphic feet above the lowest exposed beds

at Devils Gate is a thin-bedded wackestone of crinoidal material and

broken brachiopod valves. No other crinoidal material was observed

below this level, which is within 30 stratigraphic feet of the basal

Upper Devils Gate.

Intraclastic material is not as common in the middle Devils Gate

Limestone. Intraclasts occur at only a few horizons, and are rela-

tively small (up to one-half inch in diameter) in relation to those of

the lower unit. Some of these intraclastic intervals are associated

with contorted laminae in the argillaceous partings or interbeds. These

intraclastic concentrations are commonly less than one foot thick, and

weather to a mottled appearance, the intraclastic material being

slightly darker gray than the enclosing matrix.

Detritál silicates, rare in the lower Devils Gate, are finely

dispersed in the middle lithology. Fine-grained quartz grains compose

approximately one to two percent of these rocks in thin section. Because

of the rugged weathering surfaces of the Devils Gate rocks these grains

may not be readily observable unless viewed on a fresh surface.

The previously described wackestones of the middle Devils Gate

are subordinate to mudstones which make up the bulk of the unit. This

is one of the major distinctions between the lower and middle litho-

logies. The change from lower to middle Devils Gate closely corresponds

with the change in lithology from dominantly packstones and wackestones

to mudstones with subordinate wackestones. However, the criterion of

stromatoporoids in growth position is chosen to mark the contact
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because of the fact that mudstones also are present in the lower Devils

Gate lithology.

pper Lithology

Merriam (1940) defined the Upper Devils Gate as the Cyrtospirifer

brachiopod zone. Based on lithology, however, the lower boundary of

the Upper Devils Gate occurs well below the Cyrtppirifer zone, and is

marked by a change in bedding and weathering characteristics. Sandberg

and Poole (1977) also recognized the Upper Devils Gate as defined in

this paper and gave the unit member status. At Devils Gate Pass, the

Upper Devils Gate is 360 feet thick. Within the map area, Devils Gate

Pass is the only locality where the entire member is well exposed. The

Upper Devils Gate Limestone is also exposed on the south side of U. S.

Hwy. 50 at Devils Gate. Exposures on the east slope of Signal Peak are

very poor because of cover and vegetation. Small areas of Upper Devils

Gate occur mainly as float throughout the western Mahogany Hills and

the west wall of Big Reilly Canyon.

Bedding of the Upper Devils Gate Limestone is thin to shaly in

the lime mudstones. Graded bioclastic limestone breccias are thick-

bedded. As a result of the thin bedding of this member, it weathers

recessively in relation to the lower and middle parts of the formation.

Thin-bedded to laminated mudstones weather brownish gray and dark

gray, and are medium to dark gray on fresh surfaces. Shalymudstones

weather to a pink color, and are pinkish gray on fresh surfaces.

Shaly limestones also weather recessively and are fissile to papery

weathering. In the upper part of the Upper Devils Gate,
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Figure 18. Density flow deposit of Upper Devils Gate Limestone
at Devils Gate Pass. Photograph from 850-880 foot

interval.



Fiugre 19. Thickly bedded, normally graded limestone breccia of the

Upper Devils Gate Limestone at Devils Gate Pass. Width

of view is approximately eight feet. Photograph from

790-810 foot interval.
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medium-bedded, dark gray lime mudstones are interbedded with tannish-

gray-weathering argillaceous laminated lime mudstones. These have a

distinctive banded appearance and tend to weather resistantly in rela-

tion to the more thinly bedded and shaly limestones. Thick-bedded

(30 feet) limestone breccias containing silicified brachiopods, corals,

gastropods, and pelecypods occur at. several horizons, mostly in the

middle part of the upper member. The lower breccias are found 800

stratigraphic feet above the lowest beds at Devils Gate. These breccias

are resistant weathering, and form a prominent cliff protruding from

the recessive weathering, thin-bedded mudstones. Fossil material

mentioned above is silicified, and chert nodules are common. Fragments

of laminated lime mudstone are scattered, in random orientation,

throughout the matrix. Grading is slightly discernible, because of the

weathered covering found on these breccias. Approximately 30 strati-

graphic feet above these breccias, two limestone breccias total 30 feet

in thickness. These beds have not undergone silicification, and

weather recessively. These breccias also contain fragments of

laminated mudstone, but grading is more evident than below, and

brachiopods are the main fossil constituent. The brachiopods commonly

weather free from the clast.s, which are medium to dark gray. Clasts

of limestone in the breccias are up to eight inches across, and are

normally plate-shaped, in relation to their laminations. It is not

known if these graded breccias have a channelized geometry.

Minor convolute laminations and contorted bedding are present

throughout the thin-bedded limestones of the lower part of the Upper

Devils Gate Limestone. Above the thick, graded units described above,
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Figure 20. Large scale soft sediment deformation in the Upper Devils

Gate Limestone at Devils Gate Pass. West is to the right

of the photograph. Photograph from 940-1040 foot

interval.
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Figure 21. Thin-bedded character of the Upper Devils Gate Limestone

at Devils Gate Pass. Photograph from 1020-1060 foot

interval of Devils Gate Pass measured section.
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however, convolute and contorted bedding becomes a prominent feature.

Several overturned folds (amplitude of one to three feet) can be noted

in this interval. The folds are asymmetrical, with most axial planes

dipping west.

The dominant lithology of the Upper Devils Gate is lime mudstone.

Wackestones of crinoidal and brachiopod debris occur throughout most of

the upper part of the member. Below the lowest thick graded beds, bed-

ded chert and chert nodules form minor constituents of the lithology.

Chert beds are up to two inches thick, and are black and homogeneous.

Immediately below the lowest cliffy weathering beds, chert beds, shaly

liinestones, and black carbonaceous shale were observed to pinch and

swell. Some of these beds are completely pinched into discontinuous

lens-shaped bodies, parallel to the general pattern of bedding in the

Upper Devils Gate Limestone.

Upper Contact

Within the map area, the Upper Devils Gate-Lower Pilot Shale

contact is marked by the change from platy and shaly limestone to silty

and sandy arenaceous platy limestones of the Lower Pilot Shale (Merriam,

1963). The change in lithology is accompanied by a change in weather-

ing characteristics. The Lower Pilot Shale weathers recessively to

form a brownish, sandy soil, in contrast to the more resistant weather-

ing of the Upper Devils Gate Limestone. This change in weathering

characteristics is one of the most distinctive features of the contact.

At Devils Gate Pass, the contact appears conformable, with no evidence

of scouring or difference in bedding attitudes. At other localities
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in the eastern part of the map area, the contact is covered. In small

exposures in the western Mahogany Hills, the Pilot Shale is absent.

In two exposures near the western margin of the map area, the Diamond

Peak Formation can be observed to lie directly on the Devils Gate Lime-

stone. Merriam (1963) also noted this relationship and the presence of

clasts of Devils Gate Limestone in the basal part of the Diamond Peak

at these localities.

Depositional Environment

The Devils Gate Limestone represents a gradual deepening of water

depth on the continental shelf. Deepening occurred in a generally

cyclical, then uni-directional sense, marking the end of shallow water

deposition thathad dominated the eastern Great Basin up to Taghanic

time. This deepening occurred over most of the western margin of North

America, and is directly attributed to the Taghanic onlap as outlined

in Johnson (1970). The lower, middle, and upper lithologies of the

Devils Gate, as exposed at Devils Gate Pas, can be demonstrated to dis-

play the record of the effects of the early phases of the Antler orogeny

on shelf sedimentation.

The Devils Gate Limestone exhibits many similar and some nearly

identical characteristics to the Devonian carbonate complexes of central

Europe as described by Krebs (1974). Characteristics of these complexes

prompted Krebs (1974) to divide them into three general categories.

The Schwelm facies represents carbonate bank deposits with low topo-

graphic relief. The Dorp, or true reef facies, normally overlies the

Schwelm (bank) facies, and contains back-reef, reef, and fore-reef



deposits. The Iberg fades represents an overlapping cap of deep water

carbonates. The lower lithology of the Devils Gate Limestone closely

parallels the Schwelm fades in lithology, geometry, geologic setting,

and, coincidentally, time of occurrence. Probably as a result of the

Antler orogeny, a true reef fades never developed at Devils Gate Pass.

Comparisons of the Devils Gate Limestone with the carbonate complexes

of central Europe, as described in Krebs (1974), are applicable only to

the lower lithology of the Devils Gate.

The Simonson Dolomite-Devils Gate transition zone marks the onset

of water deepening and circulation increase. Oncolites found in the

transition zone indicate that the sediment was shallow enough to be

affected by wave action and currents at least into the Taghanic.

Oolitic grainstones in the Roberts Mountains (Murphy and Dunham, 1977)

and in the southern Diamond Range (Nolan, Merriam, and Williams, 1956)

lead to the conclusion that shallow water, agitated conditions also

existed in the lower Devils Gate environment. These may represent

oolite shoal of fairly local extent. In the northern Antelope Range,

the Denay Limestone is overlain by limy quartz arenite (Wm. Trojan,

personal communication, 1977). Source of the detrital material is not

known. The geometry of the deposit is also not known, therefore only

a high energy environment of deposition may be interpreted. Laminated

dolomites of the lower Devils Gate also tend to support the interpreta-

tion of shallow water deposition. The lower lithology of the Devils

Gate exhibits a great deal of vertical variation in rock type. This

rapid variation is interpreted as representing migration of different

facies over the surface of the shelf through time.
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Facies of the lower Devils Gate lithology which compare to those

of Krebs (1974) are the stromatoporoid-coral-brachiopod fades, the

bulbous stromatoporoid facies, the dendroid stromatoporoid-coral facies,

the gastropod facies, the Strfng us facies, and the dense

limestone facies.

Krebs (1974) attributes the dark, fine-grained matrix of the

bulbous stromatoporoids to deposition below wave base in a sub-tidal

environment. Associated brachiopods are normally broken. Corals

normally form a base for growth of domal stromatoporoids.

a growth was most prolific in sheltered lagoonal environ-

ments of semi-restricted circulation. Because of the restricted cir-

culation, the fauna was also restricted, as shown by the presence of

only gastropods and

Laminated dolomites are interpreted as representing dolomitized

algal or stromatoporoidal sheets. Minor mounding was observed in these

dolomites. Most of the lower Devils Gate dolomites display fine

parallel laminations and lack shelly fossils. Illing and others (1965)

noted primary laminated dolomites forming in sebkha flats fringing

intertidal areas. Gypsum and anhydrite also form in these deposits.

The fact that these minerals were not detected in the lower Devils

Gate dolomites may be attributed to solution and replacement by dolo-

mite. These dolomites that show fine parallel laminations and lack

the small mounded structures described above may have been formed in

local sebkha flat environments.

The lower Devils Gate lithology represents a carbonate bank

deposit. Terms that imply reef buildups should, therefore, not be
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used. No evidence of pronounced topographic relief at time of deposi-

tion was found. The stromatoporoidal buildups show no evidence of

having formed wave-resistant structures. Sandberg (in Sandberg and

Poole, 1977) also noted that the lower Devils Gate was deposited in a

shallow, sub-tidal environment. However, Devils Gate sediments must

have been subject to current agitation. Along with the previously

described oolitic grainstones, bioclastic packstones and intraclastic

wackestones and packstones indicate that local areas were subject to

agitation above wave base.

The p4o type stromatoporoids lived mostly in quiet, pro-

tected areas with little agitation (Krebs, 1974). These quiet areas

are interpreted as forming in low areas surrounded by domal stromato-

poroid biostromes. Relief of these biostromes and intervening basins

was extremely low in comparison to the horizontal dimensions. The

dark, fine-grained matrix, mostly pelletal material in matrix support,

suggests that current action and winnowing were minor. Lime mudstones

were deposited in areas sufficiently distant from skeletal buildups to

prevent sheily debris from being washed in by periodic storms. These

areas are devoid of fossils, possibly because the water was partially

stagnant due to poor circulation. Relatively good circulation,

however, existed in the areas of stromatoporoidal growth that formed

the biostromal masses.

Relatively slow subsidence of the shelf allowed continued growth

of stromatoporoidal masses (Murphy and Dunham, 1977). During deposi-

tion of the basal Deyils Gate, shelf subsidence must have been slow to

cyclical to allow the horizontal migration of facies.



To the east of the map area, the Taghanic onlap caused the Devils

Gate-Guilmette lithotope to transgress eastward. At the same time,

Devils Gate sedimentation had begun at Lone Mountain. The Simonson

Dolomite was still being deposited at the longitude of Modoc Peak,

separating the more eastern and western areas of Devils Gate sedimenta-

tion. As the Devils Gate lithotope transgressed eastward, it also pro-

graded to the west from the area of the Diamond Range. Contempor-

aneously, the Devils Gate was transgressing eastward from Lone Mountain.

This convergence of transgression from the west and progradation from

the east blanketed the shelf with deposits of the Devils Gate and

Guilmette Formations in early Frasnian time.

During deposition of the lower Devils Gate lithology, the contin-

ental shelf sloped gently westward. The middle Devils Gate represents

deposition in a lagoonal shelf environment. In response to the

beginnings of the Antler orogenic belt rising to the west, the slope

of the shelf slowly leveled and reversed to the east, while subsidence

continued. The dominance of mudstone in this interval suggests that

the middle Devils Gate was deposited in a relatively quiet environ-

ment. However, minor intraclastic material and broken shelly debris

suggests that, periodically, agitated conditions did exist. The rela-

tively homogeneous nature of the middle lithology leads to the inter-

pretation that facies migration in a horizontal sense was not present

as in the lower lithology. The basal part of the middle Devils Gate

exhibits characteristics that suggest deposition in moderate to high

energy conditions. Thin-shelled, disarticulated brachiopods and

unidentifiable shelly debris are scattered throughout the mudstone
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matrix. Ninor amounts of fragmented stromatoporoids also suggest

agitation. In the upper part of the middle unit, brachiopods,

gastropods, and corals are found mostly intact, suggesting that depo-

sits were little affected by wave action. Crinoidal debris in the

uppermost beds of the middle lithology supports the interpretation

that open, normal marine conditions existed.

Characteristic of much of the middle Devils Gate lithology are

laterally extensive, pinch-and-swell argillaceous partings and inter-

beds. These are interpreted as representing laterally extensive algal

sheets formed in relatively quiet conditions. Little evidence of

fragmentation is present. The greatest development of these sheets is

found well below the above-mentioned crinoidal bed.

The middle unit of the Devils Gate is interpreted as representing

sedimentation in an intermediate phase between the shallow water shelf

deposits of the lower Devils Gate and the deep water, basinal deposits

of the Upper DevIls Gate.

The Upper Devils Gate sediments were deposited along the western

rim of the Pilot Basin (Sandberg and Poole, 1977). Although there is

no direct evidence, the Upper Devils Gate is interpreted as the

deposits on the eastern slope of the Antler highland when it first

came close to sea level and was sub-aerially exposed. Farther to the

east, the Upper Devils Gate interfingers with the deeper water deposits

of the Lower Pilot Shale (Sandberg and Poole, 1977), and is overlain by

the Lower Pilot at Devils Gate Pass.

Slope of the shelf had completely reversed by the time deposition

of the Upper Devils Gate had begun, and continued subsidence accompanied
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this reversal. This subsidence was greatest east of Devils Gate Pass

causing continued steepening of the eastward slope. This is reflected

in the increasing amount of soft sediment deformational features that

occur in the upper part of the Upper Devils Gate.

Deposition of the Upper Devils Gate took place in relatively deep

water, under open marine conditions, as shown by the presence of

crinoidal material in a mudstone matrix. Beds of chert and shale also

suggest a deep water environment.

The edgewise conglomerates of Merriam (1940) and the turbiditic

limestones of Sandberg and Poole (1977) refer to the same beds at

Devils Gate Pass. These units are very thickly bedded and normally

graded. Density flows are interpreted as the mechanism of deposition.

Source of these deposits was likely carbonate deposits on the eastern

edge of the Antler orogenic belt, as a result of the Antler orogeny

and the Roberts Mountains thrust, but this is an untested hypothesis.

It is not known, either, whether these deposits are channelized or

sheet flows. Exposures extensive enough for study of the, geometry are

not available. Beneath the lowest graded bed at Devils Gate, thin

beds of lime mudstone, chert, and shale appear to have been pinched

into lenses by rapid loading of a large amount of sediment on soft or

semi-consolidated sediments.

The regular interbedding of lime mudstones and sandy, laminated

limestones may represent distal turbidite deposits and pelagic iflter-

vals. The laminated deposits could represent Bouma interval D, whereas

the lime mudstones represent pelagic interval E.
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Merriam (1940) stated that the Devils Gate Limestone included

beds ranging from the top of the Stringocephalus zone through the

yrtospirifer zone. The Devils Gate was later defined on the basis of

lithology by Nolan, Merriam, and Williams (1956). The Stringocephalus

of Merriam (1940, p1. 8, figs. 1,2) was later renamed Geranocephalus

truncatus by Johnson, Boucot, and Gronberg (1968). This fossil occurs

several hundred feet below the basal Devils Gate at Modoc Peak and at

Table Mountain. At Modoc Peak, the basal Devils Gate Limestone con-

tains silicified Desquamatia multicostellata, assigned to the early

Frasnian. To the east of the map area, Devils Gate deposition began in

middle Givetian time (Johnson, 1977), indicating that the onset of

Devils Gate deposition in the map area was delayed in relation to areas

to the east and west.

The lower and middle lithologies of the Devils Gate of the map

area are correlative to part of the Guilmette Formation of eastern

Nevada and western Utah. The two named formations are, in actuality,

the same continuous body of rock. To the west, the Devils Gate inter-

fingers with the upper Denay Limestone, which represents slope and

basinal deposits.

Deposition of the Upper Devils Gate began in middle Frasnian time,

in the lower Palmatolepis gigas conodont zone (Sandberg and Poole,

1977). From the same paper, termination of Upper Devils Gate deposi-

tion took place between the Palmatolepis triangularis and Pa. crepida

conodont zones. The Upper Devils Gate interfingers with the lower

part of the Lower Pilot Shale (Sandberg and Poole, 1977) and is
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overlain by the Lower Pilot Shale at Devils Gate Pas. Equivalents to

the west are unknown because of the Roberts Mountains thrust.
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MISSISSIPPIAN UNDIFFERENTIATED

Mississippian clastic rocks of the map area include the Chainman

Shale and the Diamond Peak Formation. The Lower Pilot Shale is

Famennian in age, but is mapped together with the Chainman and DIamond

Peak as Mississippian undifferentiated. The largest area of exposure

of these rocks occurs in Big Reilley Canyon. Less extensive exposures

are found in the Devils Gate and Anchor Peak area, the eastern flank

of Modoc Ridge and Signal Peak, and the western Mahogany Hills.

Hague (1892) mapped rocks overlying the Devils Gate Limestone

(then undifferentiated from the Nevada Limestone) as the White Pine

Shale. The lowest of these beds were assigned by Nolan, Merriam, and

Williams (1956) to the Lower Pilot Shale. They noted that the Upper

Pilot Shale is not exposed west of Eureka. At Devils Gate Pass,

approximately 85 feet of the Lower Pilot Shale is present. The lower

contact appears conformable with the Upper Devils Gate Limestone.

Lithologically, the Lower Pilot Shale consists of sandy, shaly lime-

stone and calcareous shale, interbedded with platy, argillaceous, lime

mudstones. Fresh colors are very dark gray to blackish gray; weathered

surfaces are brownish gray to pink. The Lower Pilot Shale is recessjve

weathering in relation to the Upper Devils Gate, forming tan, powdery

soils. Much of the expression of the Lower Pilot Shale at Devils Gate

is tan, sandy dustwith small chips of dark gray lime mudstone. Nolan,

Merriam, and Williams (1956) assigned an age of Late Devonian to the

Lower Pilot Shale. Sandberg and Poole (1977) also determined that the

age is early Famennian. Both age dates are based on conodont studies.



Figure 23. Rare exposure of the Chainman Shale at Devils Gate Pass.

Rock in foreground is the lower sill at Devils Gate.

Height of exposure is approximately 40 feet. Photograph

from SW 1/4 NW 1/4 SE 1/4 SW 1/4 Sec. 24, T. 20 N.,

R. 52 E., Eureka County, Nevada.



Overlying the Lower Pilot Shale at Devils Gate is the Chainman

Shale. The middle and upper Pilot

either erosion or non-deposition.

because an alaskite sill has intru

tudes appear concordant, however.

the upper contact of the Chainman,

80 feet of strata are exposed.
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Shale are not present because of

The nature of the contact is unknown

ed the contact area. Bedding atti-

Because another sill has intruded

thickness is uncertain, but at least

The Chainman Shale is composed almost entirely of black carbona-

ceous shale. Thin-bedded, brownish-weathering sandstones make up a

very small proportion of the total thickness. Some of the shales, on

weathering, take on a greenish to greenish gray color. Sandstones are

commonly laminated, fine- to medium-grained, with grains sub-rounded to

sub-angular. Bottoms of the sandstones contain sole markings or

lineat ions.

The Diamond Peak Formation was first named by Hague (1883) for

exposures in the Diamond Range. In the map area, the Diamond Peak

overlies the Chainman Shale, and weathers resistantly in relation to

the Chainman. In other parts of the map area, the Diamond Peak Forma-

tion weathers to form smooth, rounded hills, with blocks of reddish

sandstone littering the surface. Actual outcrops are rare. The

Diamond Peak is composed of reddish-brown weathering, medium- to

coarse-grained sandstone and angular chert pebble conglomerate. Black

shale, that weathers tannish gray, is subordinate. Bedding in the sand-

stones and conglomerates is thin to medium, and rarely thick where

observable. As a result of erosion and faulting, thickness of the

Diamond Peak beds in the area is not known; however, a conservative
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Figure 24. Polished slab of chert pebble conglomerate of the
Diamond Peak Formation.



estimate of 200 feet of exposed beds seems plausible.

In the Devils Gate area, the Diamond Peak appears to conformably

overlie the Chainman Shale. In Big Reilley Canyon and on the western

flank of the Mahongany Hills, brownish red sandstones and pebble

conglomerates lie directly on the Devils Gate Limestone, with clasts of

dark gray limestone in the basal sandstone beds, suggesting a local

unconformity (Merriam, 1963).

To the east, the Pilot Shale, Chainman Shale, and Diamond Peak

Formation increase greatly in thickness. In the southern Diamond Range,

Nolan, Merriam, and Blake (1974) report thicknesses of up to 1,000 feet

for the Pilot Shale, 2,100 feet for the Chainman Shale, and 3,500 feet

for the Diamond Peak Formation. Great variations in thickness and

facies are also noted.

Depositional Environments

The entire sequence of post-Devils Gate rocks represents deposi-

tion in deep water marine conditions. The Lower Pilot Shale was depo-

sited in response to the continued subsidence that had produced the

Upper Devils Gate Limestone. The Antler orogenic belt had emerged to

provide a sufficient amount of clastic debris to terminate the deposi-

tion of the Upper Devils Gate Limestone. Poole (1974) interpreted the

Lower Pilot Shale as being deposited in an incipient flysch basin. The

hiatus that separates the Lower and Upper Pilot Shale represents a

regional upwarping that occurred shortly after the emplacement of the.

Roberts Mountains allochthon (Poole, 1974). This was an epeirogenic

uplift of wide extent and probably low topographic relief (Poole, 1974,
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Isopach maps (Poole, 1974) reveal subsidence of a flysch-molasse

trough east of the Antler orogenic belt developing in Early Mississi-

ppian time, reaching its full development in Late Mississippian time.

Smith and Ketner (1963) and Brew (1971) noted the dominance of dark

colored chert clasts in the Antler flysch-molasse deposits, and inter-

preted the source to be the deep water western assemblage rocks that

had been thrust onto the outer continental, shelf along the Roberts

Mountains thrust.

The Chainman Shale is interpreted as a hemipelagic. shale sequence.

The thin sandstone beds exposed at Devils Gate Pass may represent distal

turbidite deposits. BournaC and D intervals (micro cross-laminations

and parallel laminated intervals) are the only features of the sand-

stones attributable to the Bouma sequence. Sole marks indicate deposi-

tion by current processes.

Brew (.1971) and Poole (1974) hypothesized a turbidity current on-

gin for the sandstones and conglomerates of the Diamond Peak Formation.

Brew (1971) noted a generalcoarsening of grains in the Diamond Peak

to the west. Poole (1974) described features in the Diamond Peak

Formation that resemble modern submarine canyons and fans, as did

Brew (1971).



VININI FOINATION

The Vinini Formation was described by Merriam and Anderson (1942)

for exposures along Vinini Creek in the Roberts Mountains. Two mem-

bers were described. The lower member consists of "Dark gray,

brownish weathering bedded. quartzite, gray arenaceous limestones or

calcareous sandstones commonly showing cross laminations, and fine

laminated sandy and brownish-gray and greenish-brown silty sediments"

(Merriam and Anderson, 1942, P. 1694). Minor volcanic rocks are also

included in the lower Vinini.. The upper Vinini is composed mainly of

black, bedded chert and black. organic shale. The cherts weather to

brown, cream and white colors. Within the map area, the Vinini

weathers to form smooth, low lying hills near the east, and west portals

of Devils Gate Pass. Outcrops of the Vinini are rare, with the normal

expression being the presence of abundant float of chert chips

described above.

The Vinini has been dated as Ordovician in age by Merriam and

Anderson (1942) on the. basis of graptolite fossils. It is now known

that the Vinini may also include tectonically interleaved Devonian rocks

(Johnson, personal communication, 1977).

The Vinini was deposited in a deep water environment. The associ-

ation of bedded cherts, wackes, and volcanics leads to the interpreta-

tion that deposition was in a eugeosynclinal setting. The Vinini is

considered, therefore, to be part of the western assemblage of the

Great Basin (Roberts, Hotz, Gilluly, and Ferguson, 1958).

In the map area, the Vinini is in fault contact above the Diamond
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Peak Formation. The fault plane is generally concordant with bedding

attitudes of the underlying strata. The thrust fault plane has been

prospected for mineralization in the area south of Devils Gate Pass.

In one of these pits, the attitude of the fault plane can be observed

(R. S. Yeats, personal communication, 1978). The exposure is small

and very poor, and does appear to be somewhat sheared.

The Vinini and other allochthonous rocks of the upper plate of the

Roberts Mountains thrust provided a source for the clastic wedge that

was shed eastward from the Antler orogenic belt. The main episode of

thrusting had ended by the beginning of Mississippian time (Smith and

Ketner, 1968). In the map area, the Vinini is found overlying, strata

of Mississippian age (Merriam, 1940, p. 28; Merriam, 1963, p. 34; R. S.

Yeats, personal. communication, 1978). Nolan (1974) noted that several

pulses of movement may have occurred along the fault' plane, possibly as

late as Early Pennsylvanian time. 'These later movements may have been

of local extent (Nolan, 1974), allowing the upper plate of the Robert's

Mountains thrust to override its own clastic debris.



IGNEOUS ROCKS

Within the map area, at least two separate episodes of igneous

activity are represented. Sills, such as those at Devils Gate Pass,

can be dated as post-Mississippian in age on the basis of field data.

The sills at Devils Gate are alaskite (Merriam and Anderson, 1942),

and may be related to the emplacement of the Jurassic Whistler Mountain

stock, which is approximately 3 miles north of Devils Gate Pass

(Merriam and Anderson, 1942; R. S. Yeats, personal communication, 1978).

The two sills exposed at Devils Gate Pass are approximately 80 feet

thick each. Color is light brown to tan on weathered surfaces; fresh

surfaces are tan to yellowish orange. These rocks are finely crystal-

line, and are composed of quartz and light--colored feldspar. Manganese

stains are common, with minor development of dendrites. The sills

display a crude columnar joint pattern, which is perpendicular to the

bedding of the host rocks. Association of other tabular intrusive

bodies found in the Modoc Peak and Yahoo Canyon areas to those of the

Devils Gate area i& not known.

Hague (1892) and Merriam (1963) mapped several small exposures of

volcanic rocks in the area. No age dates were obtained. Nolan (1962)

and Armstrong (1970) obtained age dates on the volcanics of the

Eureka district. Ages of these volcanics average 35 million years,

placing them in the Oligocene. Nolan (1962) noted both rhyolite and

rhyolite welded tuff in the area. Volcanic rocks from a small outcrop

in the northern Dry Lake basin are cream colored to very light gray on

fresh surfaces; weathered surfaces are normally reddish-brown.
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Figure 25. Hand sample of welded tuff from outcrop in northern

Dry Lake.
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Eutaxitic texture is common, with pumice fragments up to one inch long.

Although bedding planes were not observable, this flattening is assumed

to be parallel to bedding. Volcanic rocks found capping Anchor Peak

are light greenish gray on fresh surfaces, and light olive gray to

olive-colored on weathered surfaces. These rocks appear to be densely

welded, and exhibit faint flow banding. Small spherulites up to one-

quarter inch in diameter are evident. Small biotite and amphibole

crystals compose roughly one percent of the total rock. It is not

known whether these rocks represent different welding zones within the

same flow, or if they are separate units. No chemical analyses were

carried out, but because of the possible ignimbritic origin of these

rocks, the composition may be silicic. Nolan (1962) noted rocks of

rhyolitic as well as andesitic composition in the Eureka district.

The volcanics are found lying directly on Devonian and Mississippian

strata. Pre-Tertiary erosion had therefore stripped all later Paleo-

zoic and Mesozoic rocks from the area prior to eruption.



QUATERNARY DEPOSITS

Older Quaternary alluvium is differentiated from valley alluvium

in the northern part of the map area, from Devils Gate Pass south of the

highway to within one mile of the western margin of the area. Older

alluvial deposits form broad, gently sloping platforms that extend

northward from the Mahogany Hills and are dissected by later erosional

features. East of Yahoo Canyon, these deposits conceal contact rela-

tionships of the Vinini Formation with the Mississippian clastics.

These older alluvial deposits contain rounded clasts of Devils Gate

Limestone and brownish-red weathering sandstone assumed to be that of

the Mississippian clastics. Clast sizes range up to small boulder

size. Small outcrops of cross-bedded tuffaceous sediments can be

observed one-half mile southwest of Devils Gate Pass. Older alluvium

is semi-consolidated to well consolidated, therefore weathering

resistantly in relation to younger valley fill. Vague bedding planes

are observable in the field and on aerial photographs and are gently

dipping away from high areas. These units, interpreted as representing

pediment or fan deposits, are not differentiated from younger alluvium

along the western margin, where dissection by erosion has not produced

a readily mappable break in slope. Seasonal drainage from Antelope

and Kobeh Valleys through Devils Gate to Diamond Valley has allowed

dissection of the pediment surfaces in the northern areas.

Pediments were probably formed earlier in the Pleistocene when

the climate was more favorable for rapid erosion and deposition of
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Figure 26. Well consolidated alluvium from northwest part of the

map area. SE 1/4 Sec. 30, T. 20 N., R. 52 E.,

Eureka County, Nevada.
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weathering products. Now in an arid climate, these deposits are being

dissected by seasonal drainage and flash floods.



STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY

General

The results of at least three major tectonic events are displayed

in the study area. The oldest event is the emplacement of the alloch-

thonous Vlninl. Formation by the Roberts Mountains thrust. The Roberts

Mountains thrust and the Antler orogeny are treated in a separate

section because of the major proportions of these events. Large corn-

pressional folds in the area can only be dated as post-Frasnian and

pre-Tertiary from evidence in the map area. The third major event is

recorded in the normal faults that trend generally north-south. Since

these faults cut folded rocks, the tensional forces that caused the

faulting must have existed after the folding occurred.

Folds

The Dry Lake Arch dominates the structure of the northern Mahogany

Hills. This anticlinal structure is reflected in the topography of the

area west of Yahoo Canyon. The axis of the fold trends generally north-

south, and plunges slightly to the north. Yahoo Ridge and the Modoc

Peak-Devils Gate area are hogbacks that probably represent faulted

limbs of the Dry Lake Arch. Bedding attitudes are nearly flat close to

the axis of folding. To the west of the axis, strata of the Devils

Gate Limestone dip gently toward the floor of Antelope Valley. East of

the axis, slightly steeper dips reveal that the dip of the axial plane

is slightly to the west. Northward plunge of the fold is demonstrated

by the convergence of strikes on either side of the axis in a northerly



direction. West of the axis, small folds are developed, representing

only gentle rumples on the larger structure of the Dry Lake Arch. T. B.

Nolan (personal communication, 1976) noted the relatively undeformed

nature of the Dry Lake Arch in relation to other areas of the Great

Basin.

Faults

Both normal faulting and thrust faulting have affected strata

within the map area. At least two, and possibly four major normal

faults trend generally north-south On the western edge of the Mahogany

Hills, Devils Gate Limestone dips gently beneath the floor of Antelope

Valley. The only evidence suggesting th.t the western edge of the

Mahogany Hills may be a fault is displayed on aerial photographs.

Termination of outcrop occurs in a linear pattern, but no breccias or

fault scarps are exposed. The eastern flank of Modoc Ridge, Signal

Peak Hill 6887, and Anchor Peak are all dipslopes that terminate at

the floor of Diamond Valley with no direct evidence of truncation by

faulting.

Two other major normal fault systems are readily observable in the

area. The Yahoo Canyon fault trends generally north-south. The east

side has been upthrown in relation to the west, exposing several hundred

feet of Simonson Dolomite in the east wall of Yahoo Canyon. Vertical

displacement is as much as 1,000 feet. The Devils Gate-Big Reilley

Canyon fault system has a trend of approximately 3400. In this system

also, the east side is the upthrown side. Vertical displacement is as

much as 700 feet.
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Several normal faults of smaller magnitude and displacement occur

throughout much of the area. Hill 6887 is bounded on the north and

south by two of these lesser faults. This fault block has been upthrown

in relation to all adjacent blocks. Trend of these faults on the sur-

face is approximately 0600. Since the Big Reilley Canyon fault is

offset by these two lesser faults, they are considered to have a

slightly later occurrence. Merriam (1940) noted the discordance in

bedding attitudes between strata on the north and south sides of Devils

Gate Pass and hypothesized the presence of a fault through thepass.

A normal fault of minor displacement may be traced from the shaft in

Yahoo Canyon in a southeasterly direction (approximately 120°) to,the

southern end of Big Reilley Canyon. This fault appears to mark the

boundary between the eastern Mahogany Hills and the Mountain Boy

Range. The Mountain Boy Range is a structurally complex area in which

several thrust faults may be observed (1'lolan, personal communication,

1976). However, only the northern extremity of the Mountain Boy

Range is contained in the map area, and is mainly Devils Gate Limestone

cut by numerous small faults of unknown displacement.

West of Yahoo Canyon, a set of small structural lineations trends

approximately 030°. Displacements could not be well documented, and

some may be accurately termed joints. Trending roughly perpendicular

to these features (300°) are small normal faults. Numerous other small

faults and slumps have affected most of the area. One large slump may

be observed in Yahoo Canyon. The Simonson-Devils Gate contact has been

displaced downhill approximately 400 feet.

Schalla (1978) reported extensive cataclastic breccias in the
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Devils Gate Limestone of the southern Mahogany Hills, possibly related

to large scale faulting. No such breccias were detected in the map

area. This may be due to the relatively undeformed nature of the strata

in relation to those found to the south.
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ANTLER OROGENY

The effects of the Antler orogeny were manifest over most of

western and Arctic North America (Johnson, l97la), but only local fea-

tures related to the map area are considered herein. Directly related

to the Antler orogeny is the Roberts Mountains thrust. Merriam and

Anderson (1942) hypothesized that this event was largely Mesozoic in

age, but more detailed work by Smith and Ketner (1968) revealed that

the major thrusting had been completed by Early Mississippian time.

During much of the early and middle Paleozoic, the western margin

of North America was separated from a hypothesized offshore island arc

and eastward dipping subduction zone by a marginal basin (Burchfiel and

Davis, 1972; Poole, 1974). Partial closure of the marginal basin during

Late Devonian time resulted in juxtaposition of eugeosynclinal deposits

over eastern assemblage shelf deposits. To allow this crustal shorten-

ing, a west-dipping subduction zone formed at the western edge of the

continent (Johnson, personal communication, 1977). Churkin (1974)

suggested that the Roberts Mountains thrust was the result of total

closure of the marginal basin. The collision of the island arc with

the continent was hypothesized to form the Antler Highland, off which

the Roberts Mountains allochthon slid by gravity. This concept

requires that the entire marginal basin be elevated. Johnson (1975),

however, pointed out that sedimentation in the marginal basin was still

occurring while the Lower Pilot Shale was being deposited, and that the

uplift that produced the clastic wedge occurred after the main episode

of thrusting. The mechanism for this uplift is unknown, but may be
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related to isostatic rebound of the subducted marginal basin crust.

Secondary movements of the allochthon probably continued on a local

scale until Early Pennsylvanian time (Nolan, 1974). These movements,

possibly gravity-induced, may be responsible for the fact that the

Vinini is found overlying Mississippian elastic rocks in the map area
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CONCLUS IONS

Throughout the Early and Middle Devonian, sedimentation in the

area was characterized by carbonate deposition on a shallow, relatively

flat continental slope that sloped gently westward. The shelf-slope

break persisted slightly to the west of the area, where basinal deposits

of the Denay Limestone can be observed to interfinger with shelf

deposits of the Sadler Ranch Formation and the Simonson Dolomite.

The stable character of the depo-tectonic regime of the shelf was

terminated by the Antler orogeny in the Late Devoniàn. Within the

Devils Gate Limestone is contained part of the history of this stability

and the transition to an orogenic event. The Taghanic onlap (Johnson,

l970b) was the cause of deepening of water and increased circulation on

the shelf, producing the eastward migration of the Simonson-Guilmette

(Devils Gate) facies boundary. Deposition of the Devils Gate in the

map area did not commence until early Frasnian time, implying that, for

some reason, biohermal deposits of the Simonson persisted on the outer

shelf after they had been drowned by the Guilmette lithotope to the

east.

The lower Devils Gate Limestone can be characterized as a carbonate

bank deposit. Low-lying, laterally extensive sheets of stromatoporoid

growth, Amphipora meadows, shallow restricted lagoons, and sandy and

oolitic shoals existed contemporaneously on the shelf, and must have

migrated laterally through time to produce the vertical changes in

lithology that are seen in outcrop.

The lower Devils Gate-middle Devils Gate contact marks increased
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subsidence of the shelf in middle Frasnian time. The sediment-water

interface received little influence from tidal currents or wave agita-

don. As the middle Devils Gate was being deposited, slope of the

shelf slowly reversed on the outer shelf. This was in response to the

early rising of the Antler orogenic belt to the west. The beginning of

Upper Devils Gate sedimentation marks the earliest subaerial exposure

of the Antler highland in the southwest United States. Detrital

material from this early uplift was deposited in the Pilot Basin. On

the eastern edge of the Antler highland, carbonate sediments accumulated,

and were periodically transported downslope by density flows.

Emplacement of the Roberts Mountains allochthon had been essential-

ly completed by Mississippian time (Smith and Ketner, 1968). Minor

pulses of activity along the fault plane may have continued into

Pennsylvanian time (Nolan, 1974).

Mapping of the Simonson Dolomite-Devils Gate Limestone contact on

the basis of stromatoporoids in growth position applies fairly well to

the map area. However, because of the great variety of fades changes

in the Devils Gate Limestone, this criterion may not apply in all

areas.
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APPENDIX A

LOCATIONS OF MEASURED SECTIONS

Modoc Peak Measured Section

Start in saddle south of Modoc Peak, measure up toOxyoke

Canyon Sandstone, offset to the west along base of the sandstone,

continue section along ridge to the north.

Start NE1/4 SW1/4 SE1/4 Sec. 19, T. 19 N., R. 53 E.

End CN1/2 NW1I4 SE1/4 Sec. 18, T. 19 N., R. 53 E.

Eureka County, Nevada

Hill 6887 Measured Section

Measure eastward up antidip slope of hogback.

SE1/4 SW1/4 Sec. 36, T. 20 N., R. 52 E.

Eureka County, Nevada

Devils Gate Pass Measured Section

Start near west portal, north of highway, measure northward,

offsets along bedding planes to the east, terminate at Upper

Devils Gate Limestone-Lower Pilot Shale contact.

Statt CN1/2 NW1/4 NE1/4 Sec. 26, T. 20 N., R. 52 E.

End - SWl/4 SW1/4 SW1/4 Sec. 24, T. 20 N., R. 52.E.

Eureka County, Nevada
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APPENDIX B

FOSSIL COLLECTIONS

Sample: MP-2

Location: Modoc Peak measured section

Interval: 30-50 feet above base of Bartine Member

Brachiopoda: Atrypa nevadana 1

Brachyspirifer pinyonoides (mult.)

g: Interval 10, 11 (Johnson, 1977), Zlichovian

Conodonta: Icriodus sp.

Panderodus sp.

Lower Devonian, on the general type of Icriodus present.

Sample: MP-4

Location: Modoc Peak measured section

Interval: 106-140 feet above base of Coils Creek Member

Brachiopoda: (fossils silicified)

Eoschucertella nevadaensis 1

Nucleospira sp. 2

Elythyna kingi 5

Age: Interval 14 (Johnson, 1977), Dalejan

Sample: MP-9

Location: Modoc Peak measured section

Interval: 930-935 feet above base of Simonson Dolomite

Brachiopoda: (fossils silicif led)

Geranocephalus truncatus 26

: Interval 20 (Johnson, 1977), early Givetian
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APPENDIX B, continued

Samp: MP-l0

Location: Modoc Peak measured section

Interval: 955-960 feet above base of Simonson Dolomite

Brachiopoda: (fossil silicified)

Geranocephalus truncatus 3

Interval 20 (Johnson, 1977), early Givetian

MP-13 A

Location: }'bdoc Peak measured section

Interval: 120 feet above base of Devils Gate Limestone

Brachiopoda: (fossils silicified)

Allanella ? cf. allani 6

: early Frasnian

Conodonta: Pandorinelljna insita Stauffer

Icriodussubterminus Youngquist

: probably insita fauna

Sample: MP-l3 A

Location: Modoc Peak measured section

Interval: 125 feet above base of Devils Gate Limestone

Brachiopoda: (fossils silicified)

Desguamatia multicostellata 44

4: early Frasnian

le: DG-i

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 0-5 feet

Conodonta: Polygnathus angustidiscus Youngquist

P. xylus xylus Stauffer

Icriodus subterminus Youngquist

insita fauna to Frasnian
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APPENDIX B. continued

Sample: DG-2

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 5-8 feet

Conodonta: Polygnathus xylus xylus Stauffer

P.angustidiscus Youngquist

Icriodus subterminus Youngquist

g: insita fauna to Frasnian

Sample: DG-3

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 14-16 feet

Conodonta: Icriodus sp.

Sample: DG-4

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 16-18 feet

Conodonta: Icriodus subterminus Youngquist

Ozarkodina sp. (cf. form in Souris River Formation)

4: insita fauna to Frasnian

Sample: DG-I0 A

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 63-70 feet

Conodonta: Pandorinellina insita (Stauffer)

(including single-cusp type)

Icriodus sp.

Range in age: Probably insita fauan, in view of type of insita

present (form with single cusp). Maximum range of

P. insita is from insita fauna to Ancyrognathus

triangularis Zone.
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APPENDIX B, continued

Sample: DG-10 B

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 75 feet

Brachiopoda: (fossils silicified)

Athyris sp. 25

Sample: DG-11

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 86-88 feet

Brachiopoda: (fossils silicIfied)

Athyris sp. 3

Gastropoda: indet. gastropod 1

Conodonta: Pandorinellina insita Stauffer (mci. single-cusp form)

Range in age: Same as DG-i0 A

Sample: DG-l5

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

interval: 110-112 feet

Brachiopoda: (fossil siiicifiéd)

Athyris sp. 1

Sample: DG-27

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 479-485 feet

Conodonta: yrodella gigas Youngquist

Polygnathus sp.

Icriodus !ymmetricus Branson & Mehi

i.sp.

: The first occurrence of A. gigas is the Middle asymmetricus Zone,

but the total range is from Middle asymmetricus Zone to the

lower part of the Upper gigas Zone (Ziegler, 1962, p. 23;
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APPENDIX B, continued

Sample: DG-27 (continued)

1971, chart 5). In view of Sandberg & Poole's (1977) Fig. 5,
the sample may still reasonably be interpreted as Middle
asymmetricus Zone.

Sample: DG-A

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 570-575 feet

Conodonta: Ancyrodella gigas Youngquist

A. buckeyensis Stauffer

Polygnathus sp.

Icriodus sp.

g: A. gigas and A. buckeyensis both range from the Middle asymnietri-
cus Zone into the Upper gigas Zone, which indicates the maximum
possible span in age for this sample.

Sample: DG-B

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 630-639 feet

Brachiopoda: Atrypa sp. (niult.)

Warrenella nevadana 1

Conodonta: AncyrodeIla curvata (Branson. & Mehl)

A. lobata Branson & Mehl

Polygnathus ancyrognathoideus Ziegler

P. angustidiscus Youngquist

P. webbi Stauffer

. sp.

Palmatolepis punctata (linde)

P. proversa Ziegler

Icriodus synimetricus Branson & Mehl

i sp.

Mehlina gradata Youngquist



APPENDIX B. continued

Sample: DG-B (continued)

g: This was earlier dated as Upper asymmetricus Zone on the princi-
ple of using the lowest occurrence of Ancyrodella curvata, which
defines the base of that zone. Furthermore, P. ancyrognathoideus

(Ziegler, 1971, Chart 5) has its main occurrence throughout the
asymmetricus Zone, with infrequent specimens as high as the

Lower gigas Zone. Taking the lowest occurrence of A. curvata

in combination. with the highest known occurrences of P.
ancyrognathoideus and Palmatolepis punctata (Ziegler, 1971,
Chart 5), we have a maximum possible span from the Upper

ricus Zone to the Lower gigas Zone. An age of Upper
asymmetricus Zone, however, cannot be ruled out by Sandberg's

data.

p1e: DG-C

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 640-650 feet

Brachiopoda: Pseudoatrypa devoniana 7

Conodonta: Ancyrodella sp. indet.

Palmatolepis punctata (Winde)

P. proversa Ziegler

Polygnathus ancyrognathoideus Ziegler

!. sP.

Icriodus sp.

The highest possible assignment is Lower gigas Zone, but as
with the analysis of DC-B, an Upper asymmetricus zonal deter-

mination may not be precluded.
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APPENDIX B. continued

Sample: DG-30

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 780-790 feet

(fossils silicified)

Brachiopoda: Spinatrypa sp. 1

Atrypa sp. (coarse côstae) 2

Atrypa sp. (fine costae) 2

Gastropoda: indet gastropod 1

Coelenterata: solitary tetracoral 1

colonial tabulate 1

Crinoidea: indet columnals 4

Stromatoporoidea: branching stromatoporoids 1

DG-3l

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 800-810 feet

Brachiopoda: (fossils silicified)

Brachiopoda: Atrypa sp. (small) 5

Gastropoda: indet. gastropods 2

Coelenterata: indet. solitary tetracorals 2

Pelecypoda: indet. pelecypod 1
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APPENDIX B. continued

Sample: DG-32

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 810-820 feet

(fossils silicified)

Brachiopoda: Schizophoria sp. 2

atrypid (coarse costae) 2

towatrypa sp. cf. americana 14

Spinatrypa ?sp. 7

Athyris sp. (larnellose) 1

Cyrtina sp. 1

Coelenterata: indet. tabulate 1

indet. solitary tetracoral 11

Gastropoda: indet. gastropods 2

Stromatoporoidea: branching stromatoporoid 1

bulbous stromatoporoid 2

Algae: algal balls ? 4

Sample: P-l/76

Location: Devils Gate Pass measured section

Interval: 855-885 feet

Brachiopoda: indet. Orthid sp. 1

Schizophoria simpsoni 2

Schuchertella simpsoni 1

Productella sp. 1

Eoparaphorhyncus walcotti 6

Cleiothyridina angelicoides 4

Cyrtospirifer portae 13

g: Cyrtospirifer Zone, early Famennian




